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SCRAP BOOK
Basketball - 1930-31
Unless otherwise indicated. 
Clippings are from the Provi- 
dence JOURNAL-BULLETIN
CAPTAINS AND FORWARDS
 Johnny Krieger and Bill McCue, co-captains and co-forwards, will
lead the Dominicans in their bid for basketball honors to winter.
DOMINICAN BASKETBALL SQUAD
OPENS SCHEDULE NEXT WEEK
Team to Make Strong Bid for Court 
Title Honors
 Providence College, claimant of the 
Irnlleee basketball title of New England 
1 for the past two seasons with its record 
of losing but three games in two years 
of competition with teams of this sec­
tion of the country, will make another 
hid for eastern honors In this sport dur- 
ine the coming winter. Indications point 
to a powerful quintet In the Black and
White colors.
An attractive 19-game schedule with 
feature tilts with Dartmouth Yale St.
; John's, Holy Cross, C. C. N. Y., New 
■' Hampshire and Browfn. has been drawn 
for the 'Varsity outfit under co-captains
Johnny Krieger and Bill McCue,
Only three newcomers have been 
added to the schedule, being the Naval 
Training Station quintet from Newport 
which plays here a week from Saturday 
night, the Columbus Club of Brooklyn, 
composed of the leading college stars of 
the metropolitan area, and Muhlenberg 
college: The baseball team of the latter 
college paid a visit to this city last spring 
and gave the Friars a busy afternoon, 
and as they are reputed to be as strong 
on the court the Smith Hillers will have 
their work, cut out to collect the deci­
sion when they visit Allentown.
The record of the locals in losing but 
seven games In two years of court com- ’ 
petition, and four of that number 
teams outside of New England, including 
a tllt'-to the Army, is one of the finest 
compiled by a small college team. Last 
winter the Dominicans came through 
a 19-game list with but four defeats, 
and although Larry Wheeler and Stan 
szvdla were lost last June by gradua-
■ Unn an equally impressive record is an- 
t X’ated during the coming months.
“ roach McClellan lias six lettermen os
micleus for bis 'Varsity squad this 
8 "on, including the forward team of 
Torileer and McCue, one of the finest in
,iP?e ranks. Krieger has been picked 
c° the All New England court team for 
on two years, and last, winter was
Upme“ on the mythical AU-Ameri.can 
n8I“ m addition. He has been one of 
tliehiShest scorers in the East for two 
,cpa.snns-
In the backcourt, Chick Gainor, who 
’ still holds the amateur welterweight 
boxing title of this State, and who has 
been a regular for' the past two cam­
paigns, is ready to pair with either 
George Cody of Woonsocket, or Franny 
Dromgoole of Mount Pleasant, both of 
whom, won varsity . insignia for their 
court efforts last winter. Dromgoole 
served as a substitute centre a year ago, 
j but is being switched to a guard berth 
! for the coming campaign. Welch, who i 
! finished last season as a guard, will be 
j used as a relief forward.
Centre, vacated by Larry Wheeler of 
Newport, is being sought by a trio of 
newcomers, all of whom promise to wage 
- a keen battle for the assignment. Ed 
' Koslowski, six-foot 190-pound husky 
j from Bridgeport; appears to have the 
edge on the field for the post at the 
present time, but Dick Brachen, former 
Portchester High captain, and Oliver 
Roberge, all-State selection from Mt. St. 
Charles, plan to enter strong claims for
the work before the season is very old.
The Friars are slated to stage the, an- j 
nual demonstration tilt 'at the High - 
School gym on Pond street Friday night, 
and after the usual program is com- ( 
pleted during which an Interpretation 
of the rules will be given, two teams 
will engage in a brisk scrimmage. Fol­
lowers of the Dominicans’ court activi­
ties are planning to attend the affair to 
get a glimpse of McClellan’s latest ma­
chine.
In addition to the varsity list, a sched­
ule of games is being completed for the 
Freshman team which will be the first 
organized court team to represent the 
Friar yearlings. This schedule will be 
announced in the near future, and will 
include tilts with the Brown and Holy 
Cross Freshman fives as . the feature 
games.
The complete varsity schedule (games 
at home unless specified otherwise) is as 
follows:
December 10, Dartmouth at Hanover, N. H,;
13, Naval Training Station; 16, Yale at New 
Haven, Conn.: 19. St. John's College at Brook­
lyn, N. Y.: 20. Seton Hall College at, Newark, 
N: J.; January 10. Holv Cross at Worcester; 
17, Coast Guard Academy; 24, Northeastern 
University at Boston: February 4, Springfield 
College at Springfield; 7, C. O. N. Y. at New 
York City: 12. Columbus Club at Brooklyn. N. 
Y.; 13. Muhlenberg College at-Allentown, Pa.;
14, Upsala- College at East Orange, N. J.; 17, 
New Hampshire at Durham, N. H.; 21, Holy 
Cross: 23. Worcester Polytech at Worcester; 
26, Seton Hall College at Providence; March 4, 
Brown at Brown Gym; 6, Lowell Textile.
Prov. News
FRIARS TO PLAY 19 
BASKETBALL GAMES
Providence College List includes Such Opponents as Yale, 
Brown, Holy Cross and Dartmouth
Present indications are that Chick 
Galnor. vetefan guard, will he Shift­
ed to the centre berth on the first 
team to fill the post left vacant by 
the graduation ol’ Larry Wheeler. Co- 
Captains Johnny Krieger and Bill Mc- 
; Cue are rated as certain to retain 
I their forward positions. Franny 
Dromgoole of this city and George 
Cody of Woonsocket'are out In front, 
in the struggle for the guard assign­
ments.
THE SCHEDULE
Dec. 10 — Dartmouth College at 
Hftnover; N. H.
Dec. 1 3-—Naval Training Station at 
i Providence. • , 1
Dec. 16—Yale University at. New 
Haven.
Dec. 19—St. John's College at 
Brooklyn.
Dec. 20—Seton Hall College at i 
South Orange, N. J.
Jan. 10—Holy Cross at Worcester. I
Jan. 17—Coast Guard Academy at
Pl.I°anden2 4—Northeastern University 
at Boston. _ ,,
Feb. 1—-Springfield College at
Springfield, Mass.
Feb. 7_City College at New York
‘ "yeb. 12—K. of C. Club at Brook­
lyn, N. Y. .
Feb. 13—Muhlenberg College at 
Allentown, Penn.
Feb. i4—Upsala College at East 
Orange, N. J.
Feb. 17—University of New Hamp­
shire at Durham, N, H.
peb. 21—Holy Cross at Provi­
dence. „ , _ .
Feb. 23—Worcester Poly Tech at 
Worcester.
Feb. 2 5—Seton Hall College at 
Providence.
March 4—Brown at Brown gymna­
sium.
March 7—Lowell Textile at Provi­
dence.
With everything P°intlnsLnt%, *1 
Other successful campaign, Coacn At 
McClellan and his Providence College 
basketball ers are stepping
a fast pace in preparation fol their 
coming season, during which tney 
will play .19 games, according' to the 
schedule released today.
Many of the East's outstanding 
court aggregation, including 
mouth, Yale, Holy Cross, B'’°'vlh N®w 
York city coliege and St- John s. ar 
on the Friar list this yekr- 
Dominicans start their 
with Dartmouth on Wednesday, Dec. 
10 when they will travel to Hanover, 
N. H„ to meet the big Green outfit on 
Its home court.
The Friars have five home games 
on their list with 13 oontests .slated 
to be played out of town. Their all- 
1 important clash with Brown for the 
city, championship will be staged at 
the Brown gymnasium March 4, This 
contest Is the next to the last on the 
Dominican schedule, which ends with 
a tilt against Lowell Tech here 
March 7.
Besides Lowell Tech other home 
opponents for the Friars are Holy J 
Cross, Seton Hall, the Naval Train­
ing Station quintet and the Coast 
Guard Academy five. Local fans will 
have their first opportunity of see­
ing the Friars perform on Dec. 13 
when the Training Station team will 
provide the opposition. The Coast 
Guard Academy comes here on Jan.
'17. '
holy cross here
Home and away games have’been- 
arranged with Seton Hall and Holy 
Cross. The Dominicans will travel, to 
Orange, N.. J,, on Dec. 20 for the first 
Seton Hall game with the New Jersey 
collegians repaying the favor by 
coining here Feb. 26. The first Holy 
Cross tussle will be played in Wor­
cester Jan. jo and on Feb. 21 the 
Pimple outfit will meet the Friara inFege eiFon!?I^nS 
t0 oe Played at La Salle Academy 
gymnasium, but in the event of any
cL t ® Friar dates conflicting with
the La Salle .schedule the contest will; 
be moVed Infantry Hall °r the
J'i'l?Bit011 street Armory- .
McClellan's able tutelage the
' gr^"ll£an outfit is coming along
Si eat shape. The present squad nmn 
crH 33 Players with a substantial 
cfease jn prospeet next week wh^ 
the end of the football seas°' oUrt 
allow gridders, who also have co 
J'-Dibitions. to turn their attentio
’ The hoop sport.
FRIARS TO START 
BASKETBALL DRILLS
Coach McClellan Will Meet Can­
didates Today for Domini­
can Quintet.
Basketball practice will be inaugurat­
ed at Providence College this afternoon 
when Coach. Albert McClellan, reappoint­
ed to serve his fourth season at th« 
helm of the Friar court activities, is­
sues the initial call for candidates. The 
daily practice drills will be held at the 
La Salle Academy gymnasium as in the 
past, and as the opening gd,me is listed 
for Dec. 10, the Dominicans will have 
four weeks in which to prepare for a 
busy season. !
In addition to the star, forwards and 
oo-c&ptains, Bill McCue and Johnny 
Krieger, Coach McClellan will have four 
other lettermen on the roster when the 
first drill is held today. Chick Gainor, 
George Cody', guards; Franny Dromgoole, 
centre, and Jimmie Welch, forward, are 
the other ’Varsity insignia wearers from 
last year's squad ready for further com­
petition. Only two men were lost from 
the 1929 team which won the New Eng­
land championship, Szydla, guard, and 
Wheeler, centre.
With these players as a nucleus, and 
with many promising performers from 
the substitute ranks, and the Junior 
'Varsity squad anxious to win regular 
berths, Coach McClellan looks forward 
t<> a successful campaign, for his 
basketeers. Members of last year's squad 
who will report for further service with 
the court team are Jim Burns and Em­
met Shea, centres; Wright, Foster, Bieil- 
er, Mosca and McConmac, forwards, and 
Derivan and Callahan, guards.
In addition to the ’Varsity team a 
Freshman team will be organized this 
winter, and will replace the Junior "Var­
sity aggregation which competed last 
year. As the Freshman class numbers 
some well known former scholastic start,, 
notably Oliver Roberge, all-State centre 
from Mount St. Charles; Corbett of 
Somerville; Wright of Augustinian Acad­
emy in Staten Island, and Burdge of 
Warren, the Friars should be represented 
by a strong yearling quintet.
This yeph McClellan’s fourth at the 
helm of the Smith Hillers basketball ac­
tivities, will mark the final season oi 
competition for McCue and Krieger, star 
forwards from Paterson. Krieger, select­
ed all-New England forward for the past 
two years, and named on the second all- 
American quintet last winter, has been 
one of the highest scorers in the East, 
arid will be counted upon to help lead 
the locals through another champion-
. shlj campaign. ■ , ■
31 FRIARS DRILL
FOR BASKETBALL
The basketball squad at Providence 
College was increased to 31 candidates 
yesterday as Coach McClellan started 
the second week of preparation for the 
opening game, on Dec. 10. Among the 
latest recruits to report to the Friar 
-tourt mentor were Jimmie Welch, let­
terman last winter, and Jim Burns, sub­
stitute centre from West Warwick.
A series of scrimmages between teams ' 
selected by the coach topped off a two- I 
hour drill at the La Salle court yester­
day afternoon, and gave th ; first inkling 
of the Dominicans’ prospects for the 
coming campaign. The best work of the 
drill was turned in when the coach 
sent the veteran team, of lettermen into 
action against a strong quintet of re­
serves, with the latter team more than 
holding its own with the insignia wear­
ers.
Capts, Krieger, and McCue teamed, 
again at their usual berths at the for­
wards, while Chick Gainor, veteran 
guard, was shifted to centre to fill the 
gap caused by the loss of Larry.Wheeler. 
In the back court George Cody, Woon­
socket junior, and Franny Dromgoole, 
husky Mt. Pleasant Sophomore, handled 
the defensive assignments in fine style.
The opposition to this quintet was 
furnished by a speedy team comprised of 
Tom Wright, junior from Chicopee, and 
Jack McCormac, veteran from Webster, 
pairing at the , guards; Ed Koslowski, 
Bridgeport husky, at centre, and Dick 
Brachen of Portchester, and Dale Wor- 
rall of Attleboro at the forwards.
FRIARS WILL PLAY
DARTMOUTH DEC. 10
With Six Veterans Available, 
Prospects Are Bright for 
Basketball Season.
With two weeks of 'Varsity basketball 
practice completed, Providence College 
looks forward to the coining winter sea­
son with an optimistic eye,-for it is ap­
parent that Coach A1 McClellan has an­
other aggregation of championship cal­
ibre in the making. The Friars have 
peen considered as the outstanding 
court team of the New England colleges 
for the past two seasons, and will open 
their campaign for the title again when ! 
they meet Dartmouth at Hanover on' 
Dec. 10.
Although two mainstays of last year's 
championship team, which lost but two 
games iri New England, are missing, 
Coach McClellan is well fortified with 
performers to comprise a formidable 
team for the coming year. The gaps to 
be filled are those of centre and right 
guard, which were left vacant by the 
graduation last June of'Larry Wheeler 
of Newport, and Stan Szydla of Ware.
Six lettermen head the veteran ma­
terial anxious to form the first string 
array for the 1930 season, with Co-cap­
tains Johnny Krieger and Will McCue, 
star forwards, heading the group. The I 
other insignia-wearers who have been . 
working out every afternoon at the La 
Salle court are Jimmie Welch, forward, 
or guard, ’.Franny Dromgoole, centre, 
Chick Gainor, guard, and. George Cody, 
guard.
All these players have demonstrated 
in the scrimmage sessions that they are 
anxious to continue the fine record of 
the Dominican court teams. After but 
two weeks of pre-season drilling. Coach 
McClellan has stated that the squad is 
farther advanced than any he has ever 
handled at the Smith Hill college.
Newcomers who are forcing the sea­
soned performers to move at a lively clip 
are Ed Koslovski, who played for Sam­
uel Johnson Academy as centre a year 
ago: Ed Reilly, fast-moving guard from 
Bridgeport: Dick Brachen, guard, for- 
roer Port Chester high captain, and Os­
car Perrin, Albany product, who aspires 
for service in the forward court.
With the close of football this week 
the hoop squac! will be augmented 'by 
the addition of several more versatile 
athletes. In this group are Bleiler-Fos- 
ter and Deriva'n, all members of the 
squad a year ago, and Roberge and 
navis. a11 scholastic performers from this 
State. Both Roberge and Davis are 
more than six feet in height and will 
Ofler serious opposition for the centre
assignment.
Crack Providence Quintet 
Likely To Beat Dartmouth
HANOVER, Dec. 9.—Racing a long 
and difficult schedule, the Dartmouth 
varsity basketball team tackles Prov­
idence College here tomorrow night 
in the opening game of the season. 
Providence, one of the strongest 
quintets in the East last year, and 
composed of veteran material, is fa­
vored to trounce the Indians.
Coach Dolly Stark is, pessimistic 
concerning the outcome of the game, 
hut in an effort to get his players 
into top form at the very beginning 
of the race he has put this outstand­
ing game as first on the 1930-31 pro­
gram- Syracuse, another powerful 
team, Will come to Hanover on Sat­
urday to play the Green five.
The line-up which will open the 
season tomorrow for Dartmouth is 
uncertain, but it is probable that 
Stark will send in Bill McCall and 
Bob Beisel at the forward positions, 
“Red” Burch at center, and Cap­
tain Gray Magee and Irv Kramer at 
guards. He will have as reserves the 
forwa. 'is Lauri Myllykangas and 
Jack Smart, Bill Britten at center, 
and Ed Picken and Bill Mack, 
guards.
A long scrimmage was held last 
night with the yearling squad, and 
the freshmen made up for their de­
feat of Saturday by. triumphing 44-40 
in a rough battle. The Indians will 
and shooting ability to come out on 
an dshooting ability to come out on 
top of the game tomorrow.
With McCall and Beisel as for­
wards, Stark has a fast pair, but to 
, date have not shown the necessary 
ability to score. Ben Burch at cen- 
■ ter is out of position as he is really a 
forward, and he will. probably give 
way to Hal Mackey in the near fu­
ture. Mackey, who was injured in 
football, made his first appearance 
on the court yesterday, but will prob­
ably not be in condition to play in a 
game for about a week. He was the 
star of the freshman team last year 
and should be an important cog in 
the varsity this winter.
Irv Kramer and Gray Magee, at 
the guard posts for the Green, make 
an admirable pair both in defensive 
ability and scoring power. At the 
present time their positions are prob­
ably the strongest on Stark’s outfit.
It is expected that the Dartmouth 
quintet will not develop into its , 
greatest power until sometime in 
January, when the Eastern league 
schedule begins. However, the play­
ing of strong teams at the start of 
the season should aid the team in 
rounding into form quickly.,
FRIARS BASKETERS
      MAKE STAY HERE
  Al McClellan’s Squad Works 
 Out at Hilltop En Route
to Hanover
(Special to The Leader.) 
PROVIDENCE. R. I., Dec. 9.—The
Providence college basketball team, 
ranked as the outstanding, college 
cage outfit in New England for the 
oast two years, and scheduled to 
open its defense! of Its hoop title in a 
game with Dartmouth at Hanover 
tomorrow night, will invade Man- 
cheater late this afternoon fox- a final 
drill. The Friars will stage their 
daily practice on the court at St. 
Anselm’s, , and will remain overnight 
in the Queen City.
Has Strong Team.
Two years ago, the last time a 
Providence quintet, invaded Hanover, 
a. 34 to 32 victory was collected by 
the locals over Dolly Stark’s strong 
aggregation. The same season saw 
the Providence quintet topple Yale, 
St. John’s, Springfield, Holy Cross, 
Brown and a host of others to claim 
the highest ranking in this part of 
the country, as well as a rating with 
the best college cage teams of the 
East. „ . ,
This afternoon 10 Friar basket 
tossers, under the direction of Coach 
Albert McClellan, will take over the 
St. Anselm’s court and put the final 
touches on their attack for tomorrow 
night. With four veterans available 
for service thia winter the Rhode 
Islanders are confident of another 
successful campaign. Only three 
games have been lost to New Eng­
land collage fives by the Friars m i 
two years of competition. , j
Krieger Star of Team.
One youngster who will undoubt­
edly he closely watched tomorrow 
night is Johnny Krieger, co-captain 
, of the team with Bill McCue, class­
mate, both of whom work at the for­
ward berths, Krieger is without 
question the outstanding college bas­
ket-tosser in New England at the 
present time. He has been picked as 
a forward on the mythical All-New. 
England five for the past two years, 
was named on the second All-Ameri­
can quintet last season, and at the 
same tfme has been one of the high­
est scorers of the East. Krieger is a 
dead shot once within , range of the 
basket, and undoubtedly will give the
Big Green team plenty of trouble.
McCue, co-captain .of the Friars, 
will again be at the right forward 
assignment, A fine floor worker, and 
a good shot he teams up well with 
Krieger, In the back court, Chick 
Gainor, veteran guard, and amateur 
welterweight boxing champion of 
Rhode Island, will team with Dick 
Brachen, lanky Portchester, N. Y., 
product. Ed Koslowski, former 
Bridgeport star, will be at center.
The Friars plan to leave, here 
shortly after noon, and will head di­
rectly for St. Anselm’s for the. prac­
tice session late in the afternoon. 
The return home will be made 
Thursday when the locals will re­
sume their preparations for the con­
tests with the Naval Station, Yale, 
St. John’s, apd Seton Han, all of 
whom are to be played within one 
week./ ._
Dartmouth Defeats Friar 
Five 33-25 in Second Half
Game played: December 10,19^°
Providence Starts with 15-6 
Lead.—Koslowski Chased 
for Personal Foul.
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Hanover, Dec. 10. —■ The Dartmouth 
College basketball team opened its sea­
son auspiciously hefe tonight by dgfeat- 
ine the Providence College five, 33 to 25, 
in a hard fought game. Both teams 
flushed a fine brand of the play for an 
nnening clash, and during the first 20 
minutes it was an even match, with 
Dartmouth pulling ahead to win in the 
second half-
providence started, off in whirlwind 
fashion and rolled up a 15 to 6 lead be- 
Lre receiving a setback which proved 
the turning point in the tilt, when Ed 
Koslowski. giant centre, was ruled out 
on personal fouls. Contact with his op­
ponent in jumping in jthe centre circle 
vaulted in the star pivot man being 
forced to the sidelines: after but 12 
minutes of play. Brachen switched to 
Jpntre and Welch went in at guard.
Krieger opened the scoring of-the eye- 
nme- with a long toss from close to mid 
-floor and a moment later tallied on a 
=hot under the hoop after taking a pass 
McCue. The Dominicans rolled up 
nixie points before Dartmouth collected
its first field goal.
The moment Koslowski was retired, 
Picken opened the Indians’ threat with 
; hawker from the side of the court, and 
Picken and Burch livened things by rim­
ming the hoop after dribbling through, 
rurch tied the score at 15 apiece on 
rainor’s second personal, and then gave 
if locals a two point lead when he con­
verted after breaking through to receive 
„n accurate pass from Picken.
This lead was increased to 11 points 
in the second half before the Friars 
broke into the scoring, with Kreig<?r 
dropping the leather through on Pick- 
• ens’s'fouls. The advantage was too much 
for the victors to overcome; however, and 
s a result the Indians were able to
roast through to a decisive win.
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
G. F. Pts.
BUMPS' ri I 2 2 6I McCall, 1. • ........... • 0 o
Prm!^v C .....................1*3 0Mackey, c- n i t
Britten, c. ............................... 3 i
Kramer, ng, J „ j,
Magee, I .. ........................... 2 2 6
picken, i. K- __
........................... 12 9 . 33T° ‘providence COLLEGE
G. F. Pt$. ;
McCue r. f-, c. 3 7
Kriegei. ■ i. ........ •............. T 3 3
Ko$1?.h« ’r g c.................... 3 1 7Brachen,. r. g->   o o o
coay. r.   0 l l
•■G-aiUor, ........ , .. . 0 0 0
Welch, r- %.......... — __
/ •. .................. 7 11 25
Ke--E.-L. , Ompire-H. Floss.
Time--20-minute PerJoa
New York Times
providence beaten
BY DARTMOUTH FIVE
1,599 See 33-25 Green Victory 
in Opening Contest for
 Both Teams.
Special to The New York Times. 
HANOVER, N, H.,« Dec. 10. A
powerful Dartmouth attack, which 
made itself felt in the closing min­
utes of the first half and the opening 
part of the second period, swept a 
potentially strong Providence College 
quintet off its feet tonight, the Green
winning, 33 tp 25.The contest was the opener of the
reason for both te'ams and nearly 
1.500 spectators watched the Green s 
young team make an auspicious b..,-
SThenRhode Island visitors took the 
lead at the start, and headed Dart­
mouth 15 to 6, with a few minutes “mafninl in the first half. Basils 
by Ben Burch, Ed Picken, Bill Mc­
Call and Hal Mackey changed the 
tide and Dartmouth went into a 
17—15 lead at half time.The Green resumed its fine play at 
the beginning of the second period 
and ran up an additional 10 points.
A strong Dartmouth defense, pre­
vented Providence from scoring a 
field goal in the first eleven minutes 
of the period and the Eriars threat- 
ptwri no more for the halt.
Burch. Dartmouth’s leading scorer 
in the Intercollegiate League last, 
season led the Green scoring, with 
o points Hal Mackey was brilliant 
atPcentre, being the- important factor 
the Green attack. Johnny Kne-
^r led in the point getting for the 
visitors. ,
The line-up:
Dartmouth (33U p j Providence (2ob p
ri11,cb rf......... 4‘l9 McCue, rf.........0 ll
SjVef ............0 0 0 Krieger, If...--3 113
MteCall.''ll........... 2 2, « “vsM J g.
-"n 1 1 Srachen,- rg,c..3 1 T
Kcklv '..............3 0 6 Cody, rg ... - -0 ° "
J&ee?y rg...........0 0 0 -Gainor, lg. ,...0 J J,
Picken . ......... 2 2 6 McCormac „
Kramer, lg.-.,-J- 2 4 ....7 11 25
Britten J 1 Total...,. -
Smart .......!.-0 0 0
Frigard ....•« -0 2; __
Total.;........ .12 9 33______ .
Prov. News
DOMINICANS 
GET 89-18
HOOP WIN
Koslowski, Kreiger Star as 
P. C. Swamps Training 
Station
Game played: December 13,1930
The Providence College ’varsity 
basketball team swamped the Naval 
Training Station quintet SO to 16 in 
. 011e-sided but impressive victory in 
the first home game of the season at 
LaSalle gym last night.
The McClellan coached team so tai 
outshadowed the Tars that they 
scored at will, the Sailors putting up 
. semblance of defence only in the 
first half of the game. Under the 
driving influence of the co-captains, 
Johnny Kreiger and Bill McCue, the 
first string Friar quintet gave a fine 
demonstration of teamwork, the of­
fensive and defensive play of Hie 
team showing that the Dominican 
color bearers will be among the lead­
ers jn this year's struggle tor Eastern 
intercollegiate honors.
The Tars took the lead on the open­
ing play when Piton, right forward 
nf the Sailors, tallied with the first 
basket. Bracken, right guard of the 
wriars, followed with a pretty shot 
balance to knot the score. On a 
ss McCue to Kreiger to Koslowski, 
I, c tail Dominican centre, bracketed 
. initial basket and started on the 
irivc that, was to enable him to tally 
91 oi the 80 points. Chick Gainer 
"bowed clever work in this half with 
, , dints from difficult angles and his
fine t eam wot k.
Friar Team in
Impressive Victory
With the score 29' to 8 at the °Pen" 
ing of the second half Coach Mc­
Clellan again sent in his opening line­
up and here the navy men seemed to 
be all at sea, their defence going, to 
smash under the powerful offensive 
of the Friars. When a commanding 
lead showed the Friars leading with 
over 60 points Coach McClellan sent 
in his substitute material and they 
continued the scoring.
Palin, Sivco and Conlon showed up 
as the best hdvpsters on the Navy 
quintet, with "Tiny’1 Angelina fur­
nishing the comedy of the fray.
Score:
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
G. E. I'ts.
1 Kreiger, If..................... 9
Welch, If........................ 0 0 “
McCue, rf. 1 0 2
McCormick, rf............... 0 " cv
Koslowski ,c..................It 2 '
Dromgoole, . ................. 2 m "
Bracken, rg., c. •. • • • t u
Reilliy, rg., c.......... .. 1, 0 2
Gain or, Ig..................... 1 4 “
Cody, lg................  9
Derivan, lg..................... 0 ® 0
Totals ...................... CH 12 ■ 80
TRAINING STATION
G. P. Pts.
Kaiser, rf........... .. 0 0 • 0 •
Pilon, rf..............  2 0
Angelino, rf. ............... 0 9
Palin, If..........-............ - 2 2 6
Condry, If. ................... 0 0 "
McClure, c. ......... 0 1 , 4
Sivco, . ...............   1 0 .
Conlon, rg. ........ 1 1 «
Muzdakis, lg.................  . 1 0 •
Totals ....................... t; 4 ,16
Referee—Haughey. Time—20-min-
ute periods.
FRIARS IN THREE 
GAMES THIS WEEK
Dominican Five to Play Yale,
St. John’s and Seton Hall 
Quintets.
One of the most strenuous weeks of 
campaigning to be tackled, by any col­
lege basketball aggregation is in store 
for the Providence College hoopsters this 
w'eek when they meet three formidable 
opponents in Yale, St. John’s of Brook­
lyn and Seton Hall College. The tussle 
with the Elis is slated for tomorrow 
nisht at New Haven, while the other 
two contests will be played away, over 
the week-end.
Although a win over St. John’s is of 
paramount interest to the Friars, Coach 
McClellan prefers to play the games as 
they are listed, and so will concentrate 
every effort on turning in a victory over 
Yale tomorrow. Once this game is out 
of the way preparations will be com­
pleted for the Brooklyn clash. Last year 
Providence lost to Yale by seven points, 
split even in the series with St. John’s, 
and tacked a defeat on Seton Hall,
Yale, with a pair of. fine scorers in 
Aibie Booth and Linehan, and with a 
veteran array available for service, is 
confident that it will be able to defeat 
the Dominicans.
The ability of the Friars to average two 
points per minute against the Sailors 
is ample proof that the Black and White 
forces have another powerful quintet in 
the making.
This afternoon the Dominican mentor 
plans to drive the squad at a lively 
clip so as to be. prepared for the clash 
at New Haven. The same lineup which 
has started the.past two tilts will again 
be called upon to open the action.
Faces Elis Tonight
John Geiger will be at left forward 
for Providence College when the 
Friars, basketbal team meets Yale 
at New Haven tonight. Krieger is
the leading scorer of the local col­
lege team.
Minus Linehan, 
Yale May Lose 
To Providence
  Minus Fred Linehan, now en route to
Friars turned Tarurs tonight for 
Islanders mvade Ya W Q similarly,
their aI™uaV™ho have the reputation the Eli Frosh who ^veVarsity in prac- 
of having tr°u?c^ ™ tough' customers 
tice, may fin • &ogi„h in the prelum- 1from Naugatuck Hign m
nary game at 7.w- joyed the im­
providence has vw j „ opponents
health- reputation, so a^opp 
are concein-dKew England. col- 
ranking qumtefe m some three years. 
lege competition m k ir0Ift Iast
It has six letter bstter than'Wes-
yer r mt week in leading the Blue 
leyan half and losing outthrough thei fnstsfc ectacular playing 
only aftei the m Horwitz. Tonighthy Captam Eddte »o left guard
Yale will toe oJ
Linehan,.who-has b back Jine of the
scoring ability m McGoWan,Blue. Replacing him w^ has not
an alt®ri;a„roLhed Ainehan’s form, 
as yet approaonea team will
The re®a^r?A, Horwitz and Booth
V"at center and
O’Neil at guard- nneup will in- 
The Eriays & . McCue, forwards;
SSSS«W' cod’'
champs, will ^mg^u^ R. Scally, 
prising Garrick, Baytfe-VK£^"ffc T-|
j Scally and Pruchnicki. . , }
t I • i
New Haven Register
Yale Five Triumphs Over
Providence College 34-25
Albie Booth and Eddie Horowitz 
Lead Attack of Elis But 
Krieger is High Scorer.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
New Haven, Dec. 16.—A fast lale 
basketball team, with Eddie Horwitz, and 
Albie Booth leading its attack, scored a 
34 to 25 win over providence College 
here tonight. The win is the third ox 
the season for the Elis, and marks the 
second successive year they have turned 
back the Priars.
Superior team play, coupled with the 
ability of Patterson,' six foot four inch 
centre to garner the tap and to retrieve 
rebounds off the Yale back board to 
avert Dominican scores, enabled the 
locals to collect the decision. The Rhode 
Islanders played a hard game, and after 
starting with a rush failed to hold their 
lead and after the first ten minutes of 
play were forced to trail for the re­
mainder of the tilt.
Krieger High Scorer
Although Johnny Krieger was high 
scorer of the game with 13 points to his 
credit, his co-captain, Bill McCue, 
turned in the outstanding performance 
for the Priars. McCue was in every plaj> 
and his fine pass work kept the visitors 
very much in the game until the final 
whistle. Koslowski, centre, also turned 
in some splendid floor work in spite of
the fact that he faced formidable op­
position from Paterson, Eli pivot man.
Providence tallied first, with Koslow- 
ski and Krieger counting on foul shots.. 
Yale then jumped into the lead on suc­
cessive..field goals.by Patterson and Hor- 
witz, only, to falter In the face of a driv­
ing Friar attack which netted seven 
points in short order. Midway through 
the first half the Dominicans had a 12 
to 9 lead, but the locals took a new lease 
of life as the period drew to a. close and 
with O'Neil an.d Horwltz scoring from 
the floor, were able to claim a 20 to 16 
advantage as the halftime whistle 
sounded.
Battle Nip and Tuck
In the second half play was nip and 
tuck, with both outfits battling evenly 
for the first lo minutes. Although the. 
Invaders from Rhode Island made a 
strong bid to get lu the running again, 
the Elis were able to maintain their 
slight margin. With the score 29 to 24 
Booth put Yale further ahead with a 
pretty field goal from under the hoop, 
and Horwltz counted on a long, toss. A 
moment later McCue converted on Hor- 
wltz’s foul to bring his team’s string 
to 26, and Booth gave Yale its final point 
when he rimmed the hoop on Krieger’s 
personal foul as the game ended. .
YALE UNIVERSITY (34)
G. P. PtsHorwitz I. f..........................    5 i
Booth r. f................................. 3 2 r
Patterson c............................... 2 1 5
McGowan 1. g........................... 2 0 4
O'Neil r. g.................................. 2 0 4
Burke r. g. ................... 1 ,0 2
Total ....................................15 4 34
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE (25)
G. F. . Pt$. 1
Krieger 1, f........... 4 5 13 !
McCue r. f............................. 0 2 2
Koslowski . .............................. 3 1 7
Gainor 1. g................................ 1 . 0 2
Welch 1. g............................. 0 0 0
Bra’chen r. g........................... 0 1 1
Total ... . ‘ . 8 8 20
Referee —Messer. Umpire—Swaffield. Time
—20-minute periods.
Game
Played: December 16,1930
/
FORWARDS AND CAPTAINS
Johnny Krieger, left, and Bill McCue share the forward berths and the captaincy on Providence College Five
Prov. Tribune
Brooklyn Five Steps Ahead 
in Second Half to Win 
by 21 to 16
Game played: December 19,1930
FRIARS MOP 
DECISION TO
ST. JOHN’S
I New York, Dec. 20.—In one o£ the 
best defensive games seen in some 
time the St. John’s College basket­
ball’team defeated Province College,
6 at Arcadia Hall, Brooklyn, last 
night reversing the result of last 
year when the Rhode Islanders were
the only team to heat the Red and , 
White.
For the first 12 minutes Qf the 
opening half the game stood at 3 to 
2 in favor of the Indians, St, John’s 
taking the lead on a field goal under 
the basket 'by Tom Neary. John 
Krieger, high scorer, with 12 points, 
tied the score at 2-all a few moments 
later but once again the Indians 
went into the lead when Allle Schuck- 
man made good on a foul. Neither 
team scored again until there were 
five minutes before the half, when 
jlarty Begovich made the score 4 to 
2 Koslowsky tied it at 4 to 4 just 
1 before the intermission and Posnack 
and Krieger each tallied, bringing the 
score 6 to 6 for the half.
St. John’s started the second ses­
sion" with a rush, tallying three field 
goals. Kreiger came through with 
three sensational baskets, however, 
and It was the last time that the vis­
itors were able to knot the count.
Mack Kinsbruner and Marty Bego- 
vich put the same on ice for Si. 
John's with three successive field 
goals, bringing the final score to 21- 
16.
The lineup:
ST. JOHN'S (21)
G. F. Pts.
Schuckman, If................0 1 1
Smith, If ........................ 0 0 °
postnack, rf. ............• 2 0 4
pegoviph, . .......................2 l 5
Kins'bruner, Ig...............3 1 7
Neary, rg.......................... 2 » 4
Total .............................. ® 2 21
PROVIDENCE (16)
G. F.
Krieger, If........................ “ *’ 10
McCue, rf........................ « 0
Koslowski, c................... “ « b
Gainer, If....................... « 0
prachen, rg...................... 0 " 0
promgoole, l’g...............  0 0 0
Total ....................... 0 16
Referee—-Tom Deegan. Umpire—
Dick Meehan. Time of halves-20 
minutes. '______
Take New Jersey Lads Into 
Camp Without Much 
Opposition
rovidence College Defeats 
Seton Hall In Basketball 
By 40 To 22 Score
P. C. BOYS ON
RAMPAGE IN 
COURT GAME
. >■ t fipc 20.—The pow-er^Sov-± ^College basketball 
which battled the champion-
T St John's quintet in a. brilliant
vhihiti’on in New York Friday night, exlubitio iigre tonigUt t0
flashed its best f_°r“SSive Seton Hall 
overwhelm an 6EF count. The
aggregation bg f the situation
FriaV„ a ?dgave one of the finest 
Shibitious- of the court game ever
seen in ^l^peled strong by scor- 
Seton II g soon sKioth-
ing two ,?ats,bbutaw o£ provldence 
ered under « nal)ied the visitors to 
scores '9 hith flrpt period total. In
run UP a S_ the loca]s made a
the second in tbe running.,
spirl closing the Dominicans, gapbut alter c . f£n a unaer a strong
t0 nl",epnc drive which rolled theprovider! < q£ their reach,
count iai rrripe-er, clever captainsM°CUephode iS contingent, al- 
of the R^^btcit the local, single 
most tuin 1 ,nucll as they collected 
handed, in n them, Qne les3 tllan
21 points b t total. Krieger was 
the beton A Jong shots while Me- 
biilliant oi . j is floor work andU Shureacy f’mm the fou, line. 
his accuiacj GETS TWO
qpton Hall had started with 
After Set , Dicjc Brachen,
a four-l’O Friar guard, broke
hard-runniis . of (ield g.oal3 to
through io! Krieger dropped
tie the c°p { r through the meshes 
his first Haw tl,e lead. From then 
to give his te were forced to con- on the Setomans weirmhig * 
fine their woil lng attack of the
against the fast Pa th(? half-time
invaders and tlie Friars were
whistle sounded ,
ahead by a 21 to
Game played: December 20,1930
Prov. Tribune
The Jerseyites rallied after the in­
termission and dosed the gap to - ' 
i to 17, but. at this juncture the Mc­
Clellan men again found their range 
and proceeded to spot the hoop from 
every corner of t’re court. Before the 
close of the tilt the entire Providence 
substitute array was in action, ami 
was able to maintain the long lead so
the final whistle gave them a 40 to 
verdict. The summary.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE.
G. F. Pis.
Krieger. 1. f............... .. 5 1 31
McCue, r. f....................... 2 • * 1
Welch, r. f.......................... 0 « ’•
, Koslowski, . ....................... -i * (
Dromgoole, c......... .......... •' "
Gain.or, 1. g..................... 1 n s
Erachen, r. g................... ’ ; '
Reilly, r. g...................>..•_« ? 2
Totals........... ..................... LI 3®
SETON HALL COLLEGE.
G. F- Fts.
Singleton, 1. f.................... ® ” *'
Zdanawacz, 1. f.................. ' “ -
Madigan, r. f...................... 2 0 4
Babiak, . .............................. ■’ 3 '
Segel.c........... ..................... > ? «
iVladjeski, 1. g. . . .................. 1
Totpy, r. .. .............................. 2
Cutwater, r. g..............._ __
o 4 29
Referee—W. Brennan, Schneider
Time—20-minute periods.
FRIARS TO RESUME 
COURT PRACTICE
Varsity and Yearling Fives to 
Meet Holy Cross Teams 
on Saturday.
The Providence College basketball 
squads will resume their daily drills at 
the La Salle Academy court this after 
noon after a two week respite, with one 
of the hardest tests of the season on 
tap for next Saturday night. Both the 
’Varsity and Freshman teams will travel 
to Worcester this week-end to meet Holy 
Cross teams,
The 'Varsity quintet closed -Its 1930 
campaign with a decisive win over Seton 
Hall College at Newark, N, j„ and will be 
on edge to start the second half of the 
schedule in as. successful a manner. The 
Freshmen, victors over the Bryant-Strat­
ton quintet, will open the Crusader Cubs’ 
season in the preliminary clash at Wor­
cester on Saturday and this tilt prom­
ises to produce as much action as the 
main contest.
The schedule for the coming month 
is limited owing to the fact1 that the 1 
mid-year examinations are listed for the i 
end of January, and as a result but 
three contests will be engaged in by the I 
'Varsity. Following the Crusader clash ' 
this week-end, the Coast Guard Acad- 
emy will be met here on Jan. 17, and 
Northeastern wftl be opposed at Boston 
on the 24th. The Freshmen will meet 
the College of Education quintet on Jan. 
13, and the Providence Boys’ Club on the 
17th.
Although Coach A1 McClellan may 
have changed his mind over the holi­
days, he voiced his Intention, following 
the Friars’ New York trip last month, of 
making one or two changes in the ’Var­
sity lineup for the coming- tilts. The fail­
ure of Chick Gainor to flash the form 
which made him such a valuable mem­
ber of the team last season, coupled with 
the fine all round play of Ed Rellly; of 
Bridgeport, may result in a shift in the 
back court lineup.
Koslowski, rugged centre, has turned 
in brilliant work in all thegiimes played 
to date, and Coach MdClellan could 
hardly find a better man to replace 
Larry Wheeler of last year’s quintet. 
Krieger and McCue, captains and vet­
erans, leave little to be desired in the 
forward court, but the guard assign­
ments have proved a real problem. 1
Members of the Providence College 'Varsity basketball squad, which is at Worcester this evening for a tussle with the Holy Cross quintet. Front tow, left to right: Louis A. Imbriano, student manager; Allan Brachen, 
guard; John Kreiger, forward and captain; Ed Kowalski, centre; William McCue, foward an captin; Chich Gainor, guard; 
Albert McClellan, coach. Second row: John McCromac, forward; Edward Reilly, guard; Francis Dromgoole, 
centre; George Cody, guard; Edward Derivan, guard.
Bearers of the 
Black and White in Clash 
With Old Foe Tonig t
Worcester Telegram
Speedy Providence Five
Meets Purple Tonight
Holy Cross Conceded Fine Chance to Gain 
 First Victory Over Friars—Invaders
Beat Crusaders Twice Last Year
By BARNEY MADDEN
r. rctive thirsting for their first drink from Victory's cup in 
V iq=i etball series with Providence college, an aroused, super.- 
the long pasnei Crusader clan eagerly awaits tonight’s resumption 
bly condiuoneu with the Dashing Dominicans, .proud boast of the
of court hos“n“",tal
R!;°de Pas" winter Providence pre-* - ~ ~ -- ---------------—-
^w!c f-ree-throw -proficiency cieat- pjgM wiu palr up wit^ George Cody
vailed fre diHerence between jn the back court. Ed Koslowski or
ing the n & -r ol sensational pra^ Dromgoole will start at center.
1 tl}e. • ps In Worcester the Friars As was the case last winter', Provl- 
skirmisn ■ £o 33, scoring eight dence,.has a powerful offensive, espe-
coiique ‘wbiie the Purple was cag- cja]iy as concerns the veteran for- 
, ee I1* ? subsequently the Domini- wards. Kreiger and McCue undoubt- 
„ ."allied to win on their nome, edly will wage, an exciting battle with 
£2n+_ 25 sinking nine charity sho s Captaln Farrell and Teddy Leary, 
whiL a singleton was the best. Hoiy wjtb gdod prospects of the verdict 
Yni! pould do. ' ,, being rendered by these sets of vet-
Xnart from the ultimate result, the
element of excitement seems certain iPawell has been hlg usual gel£ aU 
to" be duplicated tonight. At 98 season b,ut it was not until Mon- 
engagement is in prospect when Ug e wlth st_ M£chael,s that
Wgh-scoring machines, with then Leary hit his. stride. His •‘arrival" is 
measure of individual brill • tremendous help to the Crusaders,™o-ordinated team Play collide II f
form and history are borne gu * gt_ JoWs playei. ig one o£ the mbgt 
any extent. tonight s “ e thorough guards in New England. He
develop iftto another of those ung & penbilant for hal.nesfeing the
ling, sensational dueis [g scorlng efforts of his opponents.
Holy Cross e?cPe^® k Reed has Coach , Reed will start Hickey, 
expected to wi . ' steadily for Schoenrock and Driscoll in addition
brought his sQU me„'t’r)rimed men- to his stellar guard combination and 
this'game, has_n r fta Such the ..ordinarily pessimistic Purple 
tally and pW511',zardous but 'in view mentor actually concedes his team a 
a .prediction is n_g_ts late, &nd ohance to win this game.
?b •^•teadv improvement climaxed Driscoll Has Chance
bv6 the spirit of vengeance that per- Luke Dl.i5COii, leading Holy Cross 
vades the Purple camp, the exp c a scorel._ stands a big chance o’f being
tion remains that Holy Cross at.last tbg purpie.g hero tonight if Leary
will rid itself of the Providence J • and Capta|a Farrell lock in grim
It boasts the better floor te! • battl(; with McCue and Geiger,
Jack Krieger M ’tart_- thereby creating the opportunity for
■ captains of the Fiiars auu c last Dris<fal to step out and wreak havoc,
ing forwards, oppose Doints between The Holy Cross forwards, a com^na-
winter, scoring VKrieger, tion of speed and experience, should . 
them in the two 8 last’s lead- worry the Dominican guards no little, 
moreover, was campaig'n and is All in all, it does look like an en-
Ing scorers in tn more dead- tertaining encounter.
now reported spee In the preliminary game the Prov-
ly than ever oeioi •. sparkled idence and Holy Cross .freshmen
Bill Gainor, a g cross last teams will clash. The varsity game
I in the wltb the team and to-< will get under way at 8.30 o'clock.
Friars' Basketball Star
 Dick Brachen will be at his customary right guard berth for the Prov­
idence College five tonight
dominions trim
HOW CROSS, 38-31
Stage Thrilling Rally in Final 
Minutes to Win Basket­
ball Match.
Game played: January 10,1931
/gneciftl to the Providence Journal.) 
Worcester, Mass., Jan. 10.—Trailing
. elght points with but seven minutes 
t may, the Providence College ’Varsity 
basketball team staged a brilliant final
, j raiiv here tonight to sweep 
Krau’h to a 38 to 31. victory over a 
Holy Cross quihtet in a game 
sUXd with thrills from start to finish.
?n thpreliminary game the Friar Presh- 
1 ,« completely outclassed the Holy 
Ct<Ss yearlings to collect a 43 to 26 ver-
'"'Tip ’Varsity encounter was the most 
vetting of the season and closely re-,
Tmbled the hard-fought tilt of last 
vem when the Dominicans eked out a
do nt victory in an uphill tussle, j 
S, ,„ht’s triumph continues an unbrok- T"Sg oFcou?t victories by the Friars | 
Ter the Crusaders, the latter aggrega- 
“T having vet to score a victory oyer
Rhode Islanders since the Domin- 
T/nTnaugurated the indoor sport three 
years ag“ rafehen Ijea<ls Attack
v V Rrachen a slender Portchester 1 TTTvho teams with Gainor in theproduct who teams*^ of
with George Mon- '
j W
ST5aiaf “Aachen wal6 high scorer^
’ with 15 points W his credit, I
With but “mutes
maining in the *econ Qf * R1
Crusaders on. t °agd white Contin-
23 score, the Bla fuU
gent w’heele t d.lnt0 a constant
to sen, bv their clever play. Krieger uproar by « a field goal Irom
! started tiie> y Cody, who replaced
l“ld'fl°Then the Tatter was ruled out 
I ^personals, raced in to rbpa. the hoop
frOYcuednm-rowed the Purple’s lead on 
tap When he took a short pass 
madea one-hand shot to bring the
T.a^'total to 29. With play becoming 
r ? and m spite of the close guarding, 
£?achen broke loose a moment, later to 
? T the score at 31 all on the most 
Lectacular floor goal of the night, a 
Tne hand toss over his head from the 
corner of the couit-
George Cody, 
Left Guard.
With the Providence followers clamor­
ing for the lead, Brachen broke loose 
again and dribbled through the Cru­
sader defence to tally a goal to put his 
team in the van. Krieger boosted the 
total one when he converted on Far­
rell's personal, and Brachen increased 
the advantage a minute later by tapping 
a rebound back through the nets. Cody 
continued the rally when he made good 
on Mantelli’s foul, and close guarding 
by the locals gave Brachen his chance 
to score the final point of the night when, 
he made good from the free throw line!
T the final whistle sounded. ;
Providence started the game fast and 
took an early lead which was never seri­
ously threatened in the first half, the 
intermission whistle sounding with the 
visitors leading by }7 to 14. The Cru­
saders surged to the fore at the onset of 
the second half, however, and with Dris­
coll and Capt. Farrel leading the way, 
piled up a sizable lead before the Friars ■' 
uncorked their winning drive.
The Providence Freshmen had mat- 
ters all their own way in the prelim i 
skirmish, and from the very start of the 
tilt it was evident that the Purple Cubs 
bad little, chance to claim the decision. 
Worrall with 11 points, Davis with 10 t 
and Perrin and Tebbeits with nine each 
Were the high scorers of the game. At 
the end of the first period the Friar Cubs 
jed, 20 to 4, and at the half time were 
ahead by a 27 to 10 count.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE (38)
! O' F. Pts.
Krieger. 1. f. ,................... 2 1 5
McCue, r. f.................................... - 0 4
Koslowski, . ............................. •’ 0 6
Gainor, 1. g.............  I J 3
Cody. 1. . .................................. 1 5
Brachen, r. . ........................... ' 1 IS
McCormac, r. g. --------- •■•••__” o 0
’Pnfsi 1 .,..,,.■■*•'*'17 4 3G
HOLY CROSS COLLEGE (31)
Q- F. Pts.
Schoenrock. 1. f........ . .......... J. *
. Nicholson, 1. f............................. 0 9 0
1 HicKey, r. f.......... .. t....... d o 6
Mautejli, r. . ........................... ° <> 0
Driscoll.'c. .............................. * n 12
Fitzgerald, c, ......................... 2 0 0
Leary, 1. g. ............................. i &
Donovan, 1. g. ....................... 9 y 0
Farrell, r. g. ................. J _2
Total ............................ 13 5 31
Referee—Lewis. Time—20-minute periods.
Bmpire-“Pp.tlC.rFRESHMEN' (43)
G. F. Pts.
Herrin, 1. f. ...........................„ J: 2
'worrall, r. f............................. 5 1 11
I Corbett, r. . ....................  0 0 0.
Tebbetts IS- ....................... * 1 9
Morrison, 1. gt........................... » $ 0
Roberge,, r. . ........................... - 0 4
Reavey, r. g............................ 0 5
Doyle, r, . .......................• • • • • d 0 0
7 H. C. FRESHMEN (.26) ,
n' S' pts-Kelly. 1; f. ....................... S,* ! 0
Quine, I f-,............................. 5 2
Hower. r. f. ........................... 4 2 a
Dorsey, r. f _....................... .  • ° 0 0
Grabowski, . ........................ i , d i.2
Bennett, 1.  .......... o' 2
Jarvis, r. . ..............
Total  ............ 4 26
■ '■ ' . .. V-..\..;.. : . . ,,.1_  , fe
Freshmen Meet Boys’ Club 
Team in Double-Header at
La Salle Floor.
\ LINEUPS AT LA SALLE TONIGHT 
ppnvTDENCE COAST GUARD
rnTTFGE ACADEMY.COLLEGE. i f Montgomery
Krieger (Capt.), 1. t. *........... .........r. g., ttea
McCue (Capt.), . g.......... .......... ’ / 1 *c.. Forney
Kcslowski. c...........................\.. .. .r. g., Fabik
Brachen, r- S'..................i g., Harding
GaAeUreOe-HaughygSt.artmg,time. 8:45 p. m.
The Providence College, basketball-
Freshman and 'Varsity teams will en­
deavor to continue their winning record, 
at the La Salle Academy gymnasium to-- 
nisht The first year men meet the 
Boys’Club team and'the first.string(out­
fit faces the Coast Guard Academy
V far^ while the Freshmen, are 
Ufoefc McClellan
late rally by Har­
vard turned bach the cade •
Coach McClellan stated last iflght tnat
he is still in doubt as t guard,
the starting <gn“^e! the slrting 
Gainor, who has nanui
i tion at any moment. of We
As Lhe. 5£m wnrsltv and incidentally 
i week for bhe nn-Hi Thrv1
FRIARS’FIVE WILL PLAY 
GUARDSMEN HERE TONIGHT
ty Oak (fchurch officiated at 
be.
meral of! Clarke C. Kinae’ 
/ell knovzn figure at Arctic 
treville, /where he was en- 
r half a/ century until a few 
0 in th£ furniture and real 
jsinesa/ was also held. Fol- 
ihigh'?mass of requiem at St. 
>hurcfy, burial took place at 
’s Cemetery, Crompton. The 
n p / Reardon was celebrant 
lass./'
ceasled whose death occurred 
3day/, was in his 83rd year. 
ner(^l,pf Miss Pernande Bou- 
o died suddenly on Thursday 
o,m£ at Centreville, was held 
riixig. The high mass of re- 
a.s sung at St John’s Church, 
ind the interment followed 
'seph’s Cemtery.
CRAN
15
Road Patching an. 
Is t
Cranston OfflSos. I Phon®. 
The Mew.-Tribuns, I Broad S88» 
»« Park Avenue. Want lifUll-W 
William V- Fallon. I
A ,-nad program.incorporating little 
street construction, but instead 
" Tries of patching, seal coating and 
Vneral maintainence. has involved 
ee" ♦,%navers in expenditures ag-gre- 
theJtt' J4U 542.47, it is shown by the 
gaSml report of Highway Surveyor 
mmh F Durfee, filed With the City 
t" '-..-I last night. It also indicates 
ouutandins hilis amounting to.$46 - 
?“l55 although money was gathered 
tlmough bond issues, regular appro­
bations,’supplementary additions to 
regular appropriation^ and trans- 
for? from' other accounts.
pre-election reports that the ad- 
,-.lustration had succeeded in living 
w thin the city revenue, spread 
among the tax payers to gain support 
f0T the Republican forces in the oily, 
"ere offset by the -report of this/ one 
department head showing outstand­
ing bills greater than the amount set 
aside at the beginning of the year. 
.... the sinking'' fund. And the ern-. 
plovment of a bond .issue of $'200,000 
m-ocured from the General Assembly 
under the guise of permanent im- 
nrovement was included among t,ie 
sums expended, it is seen.
Among the items of expense is 
$73 864 41, which is listed for stone, 
purchased- out ■ of the State » ah.d 
among the outstanding bills is ode 
of the New Haven . Trap Rock Cdm- 
Dany for $25,051.86. Another large 
bill that still remains unpaid is for 
5U 296 57 and the creditors are the 
Standard Oil Company and C. c. 
Plumb., The City'of Providence also 
has ah, account pending against the 
highway department for $4724.87 for 
work done at Union avenue. The 
hiring of a steam shovel and trailer 
for a short period cost the city 
$1588.92, according t.o the bill of A. 
Connell! an# Ricci & Ricci which also 
remain* unpaid.
The other large item is for gravel 
totalling $1,976.40.
SUNDAY SERVICES
services at St. Andrew’s 
Harris, tomorrow will be 
8 a. m. when holy commun- 
be celebrated by the rector,
■ H. B. Marks. The church 
/ill meet at 9:30.
Philip’s, Crompton, the
School wiU meet at 9:30 and 
nmunion and sermon by the 
ill follow at 10:35. 
row evening at 7 o’clo<fk the 
Aoir of the Centreville M. 
ch will give a special pro- 
der the direction of the pas- 
P^v. M. A. Carter, and will 
for the first time in their 
es as a. vested chir. 
zent Christian Church, Ri ver_ 
he Rev. Charles Lawrence, 
Sunday school at 10:15. Morn- 
lee at 1.1:30. Subject, “Traf- 
rs ot God's Highway.” .Loyal 
’ service at 6. Evening- ser- 
. Subject, “Manifested Fruits 
pirit. Prayer meeting Thurs- 
litig at 7:30.
[ CLERK ROBERTSON 
WARWICK DIED AT
LOVIDENCE HOSPITAL
Clerk S. .[<. M_ Robertson,
: been Town Clerk of.War- 
nc® -J 524, died yesterday
rrat tanR Brown Me-
FTospita), j- rovidence, where 
men under treatment and ob- 
i since the first of the month, 
understood to be on the road 
;ry and the news of his death 
to 110 townspeople,khea?nst7fte<T n‘a,1-V caP^l- 
the la.st 30 years, 
tan as a member of the Citl- 
>wn Council in j8S9 Later 
s-a. member of the Board of
ame played: January 17,1951
,«PeiiLt ;® the Cadets were busy keeping . 
f 1 * / ’ r, Smith Hiller’s leading scorer,
U -’>vered, Brachen and McCue broke' 1 
mt set,vith Koslowslci to upset thd plans 
vWii'e vi3™rs. The locals soon ran | 
te "em-strln5 to 29 before the Guardsmen . 
,'200 0001 a single point in this half, 
sem’bly Freshman game produced some 
t l)n.oasketball throughout, with the 
ng the Ciub hoopsters giving the cubs 
“ .rdest test they have met this year, 
i o ) summaries:
sto e fOVIDENCE COASTGUARD
5 » S LLEOE '38> ACADEMY (27)
- aTa G. I’. P. G. F. P.
■, If. ... i i 3 ftea- if............. 1 1 3 :
: Cditi- iac, If.. 0 0 0 Smith. If, ... 0 0 0
lare-e V,........ 4 1 9 Monteom’y, rf 2 0 4
«- er,-sk,i c- 2 2 OiZWtell, rf... 000 IB tor ,ole, c. 0 0 b Forney, c.... 3 2 8
■re the te.... 1 2 4 Harding, Ig.. 4 1 9
. C. s...... 0 0 0 Fabik, rg... 1 0 2
e V»” n 1 13 Har“5’ *• ” 0 1 ’
mt the,l g"'-_22 ____
..............15 8 38 Total ......... 11 5 27
Ge—HaugHey. Time—-20 ' minute pe-
t ll OVIDENCE I PROVIDENCE 
a Cit  jEGE '34 (381 BOYS’ CLUB (341 
O G. F. P. G. F. p.
e J1....... 5 1 U Zubiago, 11’.. 204
f.......... 0 0 0 Yawasky, rf. 7 1 15
__. i'f...,4 1 9 Cronin, c... 4 o a
gravely, rf... 0 0 0 Cardoza, c... 1 0 2
c..........2 0 4 Philobosioudg 12 4
■ c........ 0 0 0 Parker, rg... 0 1 1 ,------- __fS, ig... 0 5 5
Svf‘tr’ ’8........ 000Roberge, rg.,j 4 1 9
Corbett, Kg... 0 0 0
Total.......... 15 8 38 Total........16 ~4 34 '
Referee—Jenkins. T me—10-minute 1 nerl- 'bus. *
FRIARS WIN 38-27
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BILL McCUE
Veteran Providence College forward, who should 
Guard Academy basketball team plenty of trouble in La
Salle Academy gym tonight. McCue and 
Krieger, are co-captains of the Friar five.
FRIARS WIN 38-27 OVER COAST GUARD
Brachen, Guard, Scores 15 
Paints for Dominicans. 
Freshmen Also Win.
With Dick Brachen, sc°d
guard) and BUI McCue, forward, 
its attack, the Providence Col-e-® YJJ 
sity basketball team subdued a strong 
Coast Guard Academy qU21^t at, „.L 
La Salle court last night, collectmg - 
to 27 victory for the fourth win of th- 
season. In a preliminary tilt tnenun 
feated Friar Freshman team 
unblemished record by turning back tne 
Providence Boys’ Club, 33 to p4-
Brachen was the thunder m the l o- 
minican’s offence last night against tie 
New London Cadets. Alone he collected 
IS points as the result of s®veI? 
goals and a toss from the charity line. 
He was the fastest performer on th 
court, and his ability to retrieve re­
bounds from the boards played no small 
part in the Friars’ winning streak.
The Cadets presented an aggressive 
attack throughout, and although at 
times dazzled by the sparkling pass work 
of the locals continued plugging for 
points until the final whistle. Captain 
Harding, husky guard, turned in the 
honors rOr his team with nine points 
while Fabik, his running hiate in tlie 
back court, held Johnny Krieger com­
pletely in check throughout the fray.
Flay was close for the first seven min­
utes with both teams scoring evenly. 
The Cadets tallied first, with Forney 
caging a floor goal from the corner of 
the court, , but Brachen broke loose 
shortly after to even the count. A four- 
point Coast Guard lead was but tem­
porary as the McClellan-men put on 
pressure and swept into a commanding 
lead of 20 to 11 as the half ended.
Played: January 17,1951
While the Cadets were busy keeping
Krieger, Smith Hiller’s leading scorer,, 
■well covered, Brachen and McCue broke- 
loose with Koslowski to upset the plans 
of the visitors. The locals soon ran 
their string to 29 before the Guardsmen 
tallied a single point in this half.
The Freshman game produced some 
fast basketball throughout, with the 
Boys’ Club hoopsters giving the cubs 
the hardest test they have met this year,
The summaries:
PROVIDENCE COAST GUARD
- COLLEGE (38) ACADEMY (271'
„ , „ G. E. P. G. P. P.
Krieger, If. . .113 Rea, if........ 3 1 3
M’Cormnc, If. . 0 0 0 Smith, If. ... 0 0 0
M’Cue, rf.........4 1 9 Montgom’y, rf 2 0 4
Koslowski, 0.. 2 2 OiZettell, rf... 0 0 0
Dromgoole, c. 0 0 0 Forney, c.... 3 2
Gainor lg.... 1 2 4 Harding, lg.. 4 I 9
£°dV. Is......... 0 0 0 Fabik, rg... 1 0 2
Brachen, rg.. 7 1 15 Harris, rg. .. 0 X J
Welch, lg.... 0 1 1
Total ...........15 8 33 Total .........11 "5 27
Referee—HaugHey. Time—20 minute pa- Tloas.
PROVIDENCE | PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE ’34 (33) BOYS’ CLUB (34)
. G. F. P. G. F. p.
Berrin, If.........5 1 11 Zubiago. If.. 2 0 4
Bacy, if........... 0 0 0 Yawasky. rf. 7 i 15
Worrall, rf... ,4 1 9 Cronin, c... 4 0 8
McGarry, rf... 0 0 0 Cardoza, c... 1 0 2
yavls’ c........... 2 0 4 philobosion.lg 1 2 4
c; ■ ■ ■ • 0 0 0 Parker, rg. .. 0 I 1, Tebbitts, lg... 0 s 5
Doyle, lg......... 0 0 0
Roberge, rg.. j 4 1 9
Corbett, Eg... 0 0 0
Total...........15 8 33 Total .... .15 "4 ^4
od?eferee—Jenkius- Time—10-minute ’ perl-
FRIAR FIVE FACES
HUSKIES SATURDAY
- The Providence College. Jarmti |
ketball te,am’riLvor to register its fifth 
starts, will end When it encounters
win Of the seasonT1^prsity quintet at 
■ the Northeastern On htyin the only 
Boston on Saturday n „ g Mid-year ,
I tilt of the week for the mUch of
! examinations are takin„oach McClellan >
' time of the plal ’Varsity team will be believes tha.the Vai^ 
well prepared as the g* month. ,
Friars’ court act^. Saturday will be 
The next game at the Home City on 
with Springfield at
Feb. 4. j/ionlv developed intoBrachen has suMenly ^wllities. Fast 
a scorer of ®xc®Pt.1° every play, excels in
and rangy, he: Is In ev y P,
| retrieving the bto ° f the cor­
and has a frequently finds
ner of the court play two weeks
the mark. « the Snicans
ago that ®nabloevdeI. Holy Cross, and, last 
Satmd^yhe scored 15 points against the 
CteSmen will-rk oto with the
S’C°UH
on the latter’s court.
FRIARS ROMP OVER 
HUSKIES, 60 TO 32
Kolowski and Kreiger Lead
in Scoring with 15 Goals 
from Floor.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Boston, Jan, 24.—The Providence 
College ’Varsity basketball team had 
matters all Its own way In scoring Its 
fifth victory of the season here tonight 
by overwhelming the Northeastern Uni­
versity quintet under a 60 to 32 score. 
The victory is the fourth straight for the 
Friars, and was witnessed by close to 
2000 basketball fans of this city.
Eddie Kolowski, Friars’ centre, and 
Dick Brachen, guard, were' the high 
points in the Providence attack with the 
combined totals of these two performers 
enough to tie the efforts of the local 
hoopsters. Kolowski with 18 points was 
high scorer of the tilt, while Brachen 
took the runner-up honors with 14.
The-Friars started with a rush and had 
an eight-point lead before the Huskies 
could find the Providence hoop for a, 
score. Two Northeasterly rallies were cut 
short during the first half while the visi­
tors continued their free scoring to roll 
up a 32 to 16 advantage when the hair 
time gun sounded.
Game played: January 24,1931
Red-White Subs
for Providence Game
Hickox Not Satisfied with Reserve Strength; Friars 
Play Here Tomorrow Night; Western Mass.
Boys on Squad,
:?.'TBy HABOED W. HEINZ:
Final practise tor the game with
the crack Rroviden'ce.'College quintet 
herd tomorrow. night was handed. 
Springfield College’s basketball squad 
late yesterday afternoon in the west 
gym. : The Red and. White cagemen 
were gjVeh a one hour drill, topped 
0l¥ by To minutes of scrimmage, after 
which Coach E. J. Hic.kox announced 
that he .would. start the same lineup , 
which acquitted itself so successfully 
;. against the Crescent A. C.
I The playens .who will carry the
colors of Springfield Into the battle-.; 
George i Criiteh awl Howard i
, Movers," forvttfcrds; C, Wells, Center,: \
: capt George Poten and W. Cook,,
r uards.
Retrenchment forces are the present ■ 
worry of Coach Hickox., the mentor I 
being in a quandary as to the. players
o use as substitutes when the occasion 
arises ? A combination of Norman 
Becker, hero of; the Rutgers game,
,nd Ralph Harris,., forwards, Arthur 
Rohr, center and George Seewagon 
•ind Red Quirk, guards, was tried as 
a relief team yesterday but tailed 
■atisfy the mentor. Hickox w;l! -jjive
the substitute problem serious ?om
hderatiort and hopes to have his 
troubles solved for practical use before 
rca.me time.
m Providence- for the last two years
; has ranked among 1 he leaders m
Eastern collegiate basketball and al- 
i'hough the team has lost three of its
JVht gntnes this season, dropping to
Harimouth. Tale and St John's of
Brooklyn, ’t is rated very highly., The ■
Dominicans have registered victories 
iver Newpdrt Naval Station, Setoh 
Hall, Holy Cross, Coast Guard Acad­
emy and Northeastern.
St. John’s,.-.rated by Tom Ber.ry, 
'heal boy and one of the players vntn 
the Crescent A. C. here last Saturday,, 
us the best., college team he ever saw 
Was able to top Providence only hr 
five points, 21 to 16.
Co-Captained.
Probably; the two players who will
SS «“'« <=
St
Sn S? sss ischool days. They form-the forecourtceSnfc for the $
scoring0°SSn* in fasten college
Tin the. Eastern' scorers two klTago1^ finirttogtor the top 
W° mythical
Ml American collegiate second team 
McCue his running mate,X,i“, £& He maMs 
! of the scoring opportunities
Tommy Wright of Chicopee, a foi-
fhneOtvrt«t orT wuin be1 Ed wartT HWHvan 
W Kh'”joMT“SMeC»™“' D‘W
fc J VS* P“'“ g'd
George Cody, Allan Bracnen
Edward Reilly. consist of
The starting lineup wH i<osldw-
is
pounds, center and Bracnei 
Gainor, guards. . . p a >
Six members remain of tbe 6n. 
which defeated Springfield la^ert Me- ' 
The team is- coached, by Alben of 
Ciellan, who has been in .c.b.a,T,Hon 
basketball at the Providence in’ *darnP'. 
.since 15327. He is amative of Swa-n ? 
scott. •
Springfield Union
Stars With Providence Five
JOHN KRIEGER, EDWARD KOSLOWSKI.
THESE two players will start for the Providence College basketball 
   team against Springfield in West Gymnasium tonight. Krieger, co­
captain and one of the highest scoring stars in the East, plays forward, 
and Koslowski, who is six feet tall and weighs 195 pounds, jumps center.
EDWARD DERIVAN.
i
««>'?" ft J.,„sd . thal epee. 
" A hnter. «. te
W?steSaaS$Oboys to
Sc good in athletics at the Provv 
dence school. ___; _
  Western Mass. Boy 
with Providence Five
Crack Providence Quintet
Invades Red-White Court
Friars, Boasting Brilliant Record, Rule Favorite to Win 
Tonight; Meyers, Crack Forward, Taken to Infirmary, 
May Be Unable to Play in Outstanding Contest.
By HAROLD W. HEINZ.
Springfield College’s outstanding 
home basketball attraction o£ the cur­
rent season is the fan-fare at West, 
gymnasium tonight when the Provi­
dence College “point-a-minute” team 
plays here. Despite the fact that the 
Dominicans have compiled'a brilliant 
record for the past three seasons, 
always being considered one of the 
leading teams in the East during that 
period, the Red and White, gleaming 
with confidence after a. victory over . 
the Crescent A. C.T>f Brooklyn, hopes 
>lo get even, for a. defeat suffered last 
year from the Friars. Tap off time 
is 8.30 o’clock.
Providence, coached for the fourth 
successive season by Albert McClellen 
and boasting six letter men, is a big 
favorite to hand the Red and White 
its third setback. Springfield may be 
forced to enter the tussle minus the 
services of Howard. Meyers, regular/ 
(forward from Scranton, Pa., who yes­
terday afternoon was taken to the , 
college infirmary suffering intense '' 
pain from a stone in the kidneys.
Coach K J- Hickox was not given 
satisfactory information as to the con­
dition of his athlete last night at the 
infirmary and announced that It was 
doubtful whether Meyers would play.
I oss of Meyers would be a severe 
handicap for the future gymnasts 
Snce his leaving the lineup would , 
lweak up the only combination, that 
= working smoothly, namely George 
Crutch and Meyers, forwards; c. 
wells center and Capt. George Poten 
•,nd W. Cook, guards. Meyers flashed 
his best form of the season against
he Crescents last g^ftrday night, 
king one of the outstanding perform­
ers on 'the hill quintet.
if Meyers remains on the sick, list 
tndav Coach Hickox will send Nor­
man Becker, hero of the, Rutgers 
mime to the vacant frontcourt post. 
Rocker whs a regular earlier in the 
season but since then has been re­
placed by Meyers.
i Visitors at Strength.
information relayed here from
Providence possesses the news that 
the Dominicans are at full strength 
will start Cocaptains John Krie- 
and William McCue at forwards, 
pdward Koslowski at center and 
\!lan Brachen and William Gainor at
guards.
A team is only as strong as its 
rp./rve strength is an old athletic 
,xipm. JTpon this adage rests the real 
hones for victory of the Providence 
team for it has a wealth of tried and 
true substitutes while Springfield, self 
admitted, is undeniably/weak jn jte 
replacements.
Springfield
Union
The records of the rivals follow a
fairly unwavering
ffi? m ciam c.t/, team's mcort.-
Providence—Dartmouth ., Nf> t
Honcp 25’ Providence 80, Isewpoi 
dence. c+nVinri 1fi • Yale 34, Providence Naval Station lb, ” ’ 71 Provi.25; St. John’s of Brooklyn 1,.Tiovi 
deuce 16; Providence,40 Seton Ha _ 
on. ’providence 08, xio..y -> •
■Providence 38, Coast Guard Academy 
27’ Providence 60, Northeastern ■
RnrinS has lost only to Arnold 
ColE“rf New Haven 
Tech both on foreign courts, and ha SS'ed Hast Steouasburg Normal 
Tufts, Rutgers, P^tt, Mass. Ass
and Crescent A. C. of .^^’UJnicans’'
A brief summary of the Dominican re.^Si for the last two years may be 
of interest at this time. ■ Djguig the
two seasons only se^n1-ff'8n’1029 the 
played were lost., in it 'p „.ian(jsns °te««
X V “Vte'aeVS™ C&S? a
sScThN rvxrs
S“r.a3t,5.N« Holman
^^ohn’^theTnly "reverse that team 
St.. John s, we «» x Spring-
SrSHotv Cross ’ (2). Middlebury, 
Seton ilall and Northeastern. 
b With a half dozen survivors , of the 
teTcampaign, Coach McClellan seems
well fortified for his clash here to­
night, although it must be remem­
bered that Springfield is always a 
hard nut to crack on its own court.
, The Red and White’s big chance 
pivots around the opportunity of per­
forming’ amid familiar scenery.
Krieger and McCue, alternate cap­
tains from Paterson, N. J.»- who have 
been playing together since their high 
school days, are one of the outstand­
ing' forecourt combinations playing in 
collegiate circles. Krieger is the best 
known of the "court twins” since , his 
scoring, proclivities have rocked the 
defenses of most all of the teams he 
has appeared against. He led the 
New England college scorers two sea­
sons ago and last year finished m the 
top flight. McCue, his sacrificial 
teammate, excels in fioorwork and 
continually "feeds” Krieger,
Among the substitutes on the visit- 
inv team ; are Edward Derivan of 
Pittsfield, 1 James Welch ofKartford, 
John McCormac, George Cody, Ea- , 
ward Reilly and Francis Dromgoole . 
I The preliminary, which starts at ( 
o’clock, will bring _ together _ the 
Springfield junior varsity and Trinity 
Club of this city.___ _
z West Gym Lineups.
SPRINGFIELD. PROVIDENCE,
, Crutch, If ............... Brachen
, Becker, rf .................... lb, Gainor
Wells, c ................... c, Koslowski
Cook, lb ...:................. rf, McCue
Poten, rb ................... If, Krieger
Time of game, 8.30 o’clock.
providence college 
quintet noses out
SPRINGFIELD BY 28-27
Poten’s Keen Shooting 
Keeps Gymnasts Close
Springfield Leader Gets Six Field Goals, Two Fouls —
Winners Show Balanced, Smart and Neat Passing 
Array—Junior ’Varsity Beats Trinity Five
Game played: February 4,1951
By J. EARL CHEVALIER
Sensational shooting on the Part of 
r-ant George Poten and greater dura- 
hilFtvt kept the Springfield college, 
basketball 'varsity on the heels of a 
noticeably more clever Providence, col­
leen array in 'an animated contest 
staged before some 900 interested spee- 
mtors at West gymnasium last night; 
So accurately did Poten fling- the 
leather from scrimmage in the second 
half that only Wendell Cook’s failure 
to convert a foul in the final six sec­
onds of the encounter prevented the, 
rvmnasts from forcing the Dominicans 
u,m an overtime session. The con­
cluding tally was 28 to 27.
“Gen” A1 McClellan, genial coach 
of the Rhode Island institution, 
brought to this city a collection of 
artful and well-tutored athletes wlju 
shuttled the ball about with profes­
sional skill and wild displayed ap­
parent ability to turn rebounds into 
scores by* agile twisting under the 
strings. This classy Providence team, 
nonetheless,' found itself harassed by 
the uncanny tossing of Poten, lied and 
White guard, who netted the leather 
no fewer than six times from scrim-, 
mage. It didn't matter to the Spring- 
field leader whether lie let the nugget 
fly while standing still or on the run, 
whether he employed the backboard 
I or aimed directly at the hoop. He con- 
1 neoted for a percentage very close to 
! .600.
The records of the riyals follow a 
fairly unwavering line’, .Providence 
having won five of its eight games 
while Springfield has topped the sum­
mary in six of its eight contests. The 
Dominicans, however, are playing the 
harder schedule of the two. Follow­
ing is the Clam City’s team’s record: 
Providence—Dartmouth 33, Provi­
dence '25; Providence 80, Newport 
Naval Station 16; Yale 34, Providence 
25; St. John’s of Brooklyn 21, Provi­
dence 16; Providence 40, Seton' Hall 
22; Providence 38, Holy Cross 31; 
Providence 38, Coast Guard Academy 
27: Providence 60, Northeastern 32.
Spring-field has lost only to Arnold 
College of New Haven and Worcester 
Tech, both on foreign, courts, and has 
tripped East Stroudsburg Normal, 
Tufts, Rutgers, Pratt, Mass. Aggie 
and Crescent A. C. of Brooklyn. ;.
A brief summary of the Dominicans’ 
record for the last two years may be 
of interest at this time. During the 
two seasons only seven games of 39 
blayed were lost. In 1928-1929 the 
Friars lost one game in New England 
and three during the entire season 
against the strongest competition in 
the East. Last winter Providence 
won 15 out of 19 games played, losing 
only to Yale and New Hampshire in 
New England. The other setbacks 
came from C. C. N. Y„ coached by i 
the redoubtable Nat Holman, and St. ; 
John's. Victories were tallied over 
St John’s, the only reverse that team 
suffered all season, Brown, Spring- 
field Holv Cross (2), Middlebury, 
Seton Sail and Northeastern. ■
With a half dozen survivors, of the' ' 
last campaign, Coach McClellan seems
well fortified for his clash here to­
night, although it must be remem­
bered that Spring-field is always a 
hard nut to crack, on. its own court. 
The Red and White’s big chance 
pivots around the opportunity of per­
forming amid familiar scenery.
Krieger and McCue, alternate cap­
tains from Patersoii, N. J- who have 
been playing- together since their high 
School days, are one of the outstand­
ing forecourt combinations playing in 
collegiate circles. Krieger is the best 
known of the "court twins” since his 
scoring, proclivities have rocked the 
defenses of most all of the teams he 
has appeared against. He led the 
New. England college scorers two sea­
sons ago and last year finished in the 
top flight. McCue, his sacrificial 
teammate, excels in floorworlt and 
continually "feeds” Krieger,
Among the substitutes on the visit­
ing team : are Edward Derivan of 
Pittsfield, James Welch of Hartford, 
John McCormac, George Cody, Ed­
ward Reilly and Francis Dromgoole.
The preliminary, which starts at 7 
o’clock. will bring , together . the 
Spring-field junior varsity and Trinity 
Club of this city.
/ West Gym Lineups.
'SPRINGFIELD. PROVIDENCE.
1 Crutch, If ............... Brachen
i Becker, rf .................... Gamor
Wells, c _____ ___  c, Koslowski
Cook, lb ................. •
Poten, rb .................. • lf’ Kr’«ger
Time of game, 8.30 » clock.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
QUINTET NOSES OUT
SPRINGFIELD BY 28-27
Poten’s Keen Shooting
Keeps Gymnasts Close
Springfield Leader Gets Six Field Goals, Two Fouls — 
Winners Show Balanced, Smart and Neat Passing 
Array—Junior ’Varsity Beats Trinity Five
Game played: February 4,1931
Springfield Republican
By J. EARL CHEVALIER
Sensational shooting on part of 
Pant George Poten and greater dura- bX. kept the Springfield college, 
basketball 'varsity on the heels of a 
noticeably more clever Providence col-. X array in 'an animated contest 
staged before some 900 interested spec­
tators at West gymnasium last '“Sht. 
So accurately did Poten fling the 
leather from scrimmage in the second 
half that only Wendell Cooks failure 
to convert a foul in the final six sec- 
nnds Of the encounter prevented the 
r vmnasts from forcing the Dominicans 
into an overtime session. The con­
cluding tally was 28 to 27.
“Pen” -A1 McClellan, genial coach 
r the Rhode Island institution, 
brought to this city a collection of 
artful and well-tutored athletes wijo 
ohiittled the ball about with profes- S skill and who displayed ap­
parent ability to turn rebounds into 
feores by’ aS'ile twisting under the 
!trin-s. This classy Providence team, 
nonetheless,' found itself harassed by
the uncanny tossing of iPoten, Red and 
White guard, who netted the leather 
fewer than six times from scrim, 
mage. It didn’t matter to the Spring-
® m eadei- whether he let the nugget 
flV while standing still or on the run, 
flhJher he employed the backboard 
Or S directly at the hoop. He con­
nected for a percentage very close to 
.600-
Poten Starts Early
i Poten. it was who sent the home 
I team into a short-lived lead soon aft- 
" er the opening tapoff. He cut sharply 
to take a soft pass from Ed Wells 
on a pivot play. ‘'Chief” Meyers, out
of a sick bed, followed with a long' 
bank shot that gave the Gymnasts a 
4 to 0 edge.
When Johnny .Krieger, one of Provi­
dence’s two cage captains, netted a 
free try seconds later, he started his 
team on an irresistible charge that 
brought 11 points while Springfield had 
no time to pay. any attention to of­
fense. Revolving around the lefthand­
ed Billy 'McCue, the other cocaptain 
the Dominicans culled five, baskets and 
a foul. As noted, Krieger sank the 
charity toss; he added two goals from 
the floor. Dick. Brachen, a very capa­
ble offensive guard, netted a brace 
of. field goals; the other went to Kos- 
lowski, rangy center from Bridgeport,
Crutch tallied on a follow shot while 
Wells and Po.en caged distant thrusts 
as the end of the first half approached. 
The visitors went off with a 13 to 10 
advantage by virtue of Dick. Brachen’s 
third field goal of the opening session.
Normie Becker replaced the ailing 
Meyers for Springfield at the begin­
ning of the second half. Koslowski de­
veloped as the spearhead of the Dom­
inican attack in the concluding half, 
earning three baskets by dint of in­
domitable work under the Springfield 
hoop. He and Johnny Krieger seemed 
intent on pulling away rrom Coach E.
J. Hickox’s charges but Poten saw to 
it that the Dominicans were always 
kept , within reach. One of his four 
double-deckers in the second half was 
an underhand toss from a distance; 
two more were perfect efforts from 
near the foul mark while the other 
was a. close-range shot on which 
Poten received the sphere from the 
cool Becker. — —i
JOHNNY KltJISGEH
CIa»»T forward «i> the 10.
basketball team who J®
points for Ms team hurt night
Linst Springfield. Johnny Is an 
accurate shooting ace0
Becker Takes Hand
At this point, Becker turned from 
a feeder ■ to a scorer when Poten’s eye 
suddenly dimmed. Normie determined 
ly followed his own rebound to score 
Seconds later, he. cut Providence’s lead 
to 26 to 25 by means of a'neat one- 
hand toss from, near the line of least 
resistance. Koslowski’thereupon turn 
ed Krieger’s erratic thrust into a goal 
by getting up high for the ball as it 
descended from the backboard. When 
McCue’s guarding was ruled illegal bv 
Referee Bob . Jaqkson, Poten calmly 
netted the two throws allotted him 
The score then read 28 to 27 in favor 
of the invaders as Koslowski
Cook. Wendy’s gift shot carried awrv 
Providence now has beaten Spring^
field in thpee successive years. The 
Dominicans, after an ordinary start 
have taken five games in a row Holv 
Cross and Northeastern, as well as 
Springfield, are included in. this li»t 
of recent victims. Bill Gainor, veteran 
guard, is the backbone of the Provi­
dence defense.
In the prelim, the Springfield junior 
’varsity, paced by Calder and White 
'Subdued the Trinity church cagemen 
of this city.- E. Hooker was high scorer 
for the losers who benefited by some 
clever passing on the part of Stewie 
Dennis. The scores:-—
Providence p p j Springfield
Krieger, If i 2 l6|poten, rg F,’ ?;
McCue-, rf 0 1 l-ICook, lg* S' 14
Koslowski, c . 4 1 9(Wells c i n P
Gainer, lg 0,0 0 (Meyers, rf in?'
Bracken, rg 4 0 8 IBecker, rf an?
____ ICrutch, if 2 J 4
- 12 J 4 2S! 12 1 if
Referee, Jackson. Time, 20-mlnute' halves
Junior ’Varsita Trinity
ICalder, if " 0 14 S.Hooker, rgn' L’ L'
Joyce, If 0 1 1 Pooler, rg ® ? g |
White, rf 3 ; H Dennis, lg i S ?
Purdy, 1-f o 0 0 E.Hooker, 0 5 Li
Slate, rf 0 0 0 Pooler, rf ’ 0 J
Randall, e 2 0 4 iLasher, rf InkRohr, c 0 0 0 S.Hooker, rf o ? I
Joyce, c o 0 0 Clark, If’ 1 « 2 2
Rapuzzi, lg 1 0 - Spangler, if 0 2 5
Peterson, lg 0 0 0 2 2
Sown, lg 0 J J
Caldwell, rg 0 1 1.1
Olmstead,, rg 0 0 01
Parkhurst, rg O 0 _0
16 30 I 8 10 26
Referee, Dressed Time» ,10-ihlnute periods
Game played: February 6,1931
FRIAR CUB QUINTET 
TRIPS INDIANS 43-18
The undefeated Providence College 
Freshman team ran its string of victories 
to five straight ,by annexing a 43 to 18 
decision over the fast Bryant-Stratton 
College aggregation at the Eagles Audi­
torium on Westminster street last night. 
The victory is the second the Friars have 
tallied over the business collegians, as 
a 33 to 18 verdict was scored in the 
opening tilt of the season.
Perrin led. the Dominican attack, cag­
ing eight field goals, and making good 
on one foul toss. Oliver Roberge turned 
in a fine defensive game and also con­
tributed six field goals to the Friar 
cause.
■ The one-sided victory continues the . 
high scoring record of the yearlings, who ; 
have averaged 44 points per game in 
their competition this winter, and have 
been pressed for the decision in but one 
tilt. Superior team play, aided by the 
spectacular basket tossing of Perrin, de- 
Icided the issue early in the game.
Bryant-Stratton garnered an early 
lead, which was short-lived once the 
Black and White cubs found their range 
The Smith Hillers surged ahead as the 
first period ended, and continued a suc­
cessful attack throughout the second pe­
riod to leave the floor at halftime with 
a 20 to 12 advantage. In the second hall 
the- Friars outclassed their rivals In 
every department of play.
PROV. COLLEGE , BRYANT
FRESHMEN (431 COLLEGE 118)
G. F. P. G. F. P.
svorrall, If• ■. 0 1 1 Crawford. It. 3 0 6
-ortett If........ 2 0 4 McHibben. It o 0 o
Perrin rf.... 8 1 17 Novack, rf... 1 1 3
n,,h ’ c ... • ' 1 2 4 Del Santo, rf 0 0 0
Reave’v C. ... o 0 0 Mott, c  2 0 4
Tebbetts, lg.. 2 1 5 Brousseau, e 0 0 0
Tarev lg.... 0 0 0 Lincoln, lg.. 1 2 1 5
Roberge, rg.. 6 0 12 Wasilewski, rg 0 0 0
Total ....19' 5 43 Total.......... 8 2 18
Referee--Jenkins. Time—10-minute periods.
Providence College Hoop Squad
Front row, left to right: James Welch, forward; Allan Brachen, guard; 
William McCue, forward and captain; John Kreiger, forward and cap­
tain; Ed Koslowski, centre; John McCormac, forward. Back row, left to 
right: Louis A. Imbriano, Manager; Edward Reilly, guard; George Cody, 
guard; Francis Dromgoole, centre; Edward Derivan, guard and Albert 
McClellan, coach.
FRIARS in Final
Period; Lose to C. C. N. K.
De Phillips, Gotham Centre, 
Scores 11 Points—Kreiger 
Leads for Dominicans,
(Special to the Providence Journal)
New York, Feb. 7.—The City College 
basketball team proved too last for the 
Providence College ’Varsity quintet here, 
tonight and as a,result snapped a five 
game winning streak of the Friars by 
collecting a 26-17 decision in a hard 
fought contest. Play was fast through­
out with the Dominicans holding their 
i own until the final stages of the game,
I when they weakened in the face of the 
relentless attack on their hoop.
De Phillips, centre and captain of the 
locals, was the outstanding performer 
of the game, turning in some fine work 
at the pivot post and cutting through 
four times to rim the hoop from under­
neath on spectacular plays. Ed Koslow­
ski, his Providence rival, played a strong 
game throughout, and with McCue, Friar 
captain, gave the best performances of
■ the visitors.
With McCue playing a passing game 
. in bringing the ball up from the back
Court, the Friars held pace with the City 
Collegians throughout the first half. The 
loc’ls claimed an early lead which was 
not eliminated until 10 minutes of play 
bad been run off when Krieger converted 
cn a Spahn foul to tie the score at five I
' all......... ...... —.....1. —1
Game played.: February 7,1931
C. C. N. Y. CHECKS 
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
Flay continued close for the remain­
der of the period with Bracken and Kos­
lowski keeping the Dominicans in the 
running with their field goals. At the half 
time the New Yorkers left the court with 
the slim margin of three points, the 
count being 12 to 9 in their favor.
Shortly after the second half got under 
way, the Hetman coached quintet opened 
with a flashy running attack which en­
abled them to climb into a comfortable 
lead. As a' result they ran their string 
to 23 to 13 for the Dominicans before 
Krieger tossed in a pair of free throws. 
With the verdict settled the locals rushed 
in. reserves to tire the Friars and to 
maintain their advantage.
C. C. N. Y. (26) | PROVIDENCE (17)
Q. P. P.l G. F. P
Rabinowitz If. 1 2 4! Kreiger. If... 1 4 6
Hefft,. If...... 0 2 21 Welch, If.... 0 1 1
Rf. Trupin, rf. 2 0 4 McCue, rf... 0 0 0
Hochman; rf., 0 0 0 Koslowski, c. 2 0 4
DePhillips, c. 4 1 9 Dromgoule, c. 0 1 1
White, c......... 0 0 0 dalnor, lg.. . 0 0°
Spahn, lg.........1 2 4 Jody, lg........ 0 0 0
J. Trupin, lg.. 0 0 0 Brachen, rg.. 2 l o
Davidoff. rg, . . 0 0 0
Wishnowitz, rg 1 1 3
• Total........... 9 8 26 Total........ 5 7 17
Referee—Silverman. Time—20-mmute pe­
riods, \ Umpire—Meehan.
BIG WEEK AHEAD 
FOR DOMINICANS
’Varsity Hoopsters to Start 
Hard Schedule at Brook­
lyn Thursday,
A busy week is ahead for the Provi­
dence College basketball squads with 
the ’Varsity aggregation meeting three 
opponents on foreign courts and on suc­
cessive nights, while the Freshman team 
invades Newport for a tussle .with the 
Da La Salle Academy quintet on Friday 
night.
The ’Varsity hoopsters will leave here 
Thursday for'New York and that night 
will tackle the Columbus Club team in 
Brooklyn. The Clubftien have met and 
vanquished some of the leading teams 
of the East already this winter and have 
high hopes of adding the Friars to their 
list of victims., Yale sustained a. 30 to 
20 setback at the hands of this outfit, 
while Georgia Tech, Georgetown Univer­
sity ,and many other strong teams met 
a similar fate in Brooklyn.
Friday night the Friars will travel to 
Allentown, Pa., where they are slated to 
open court relations with Muhlenberg 
College. This contest will mark the 
second athletic' meeting between the 
two schools, the Pennsylvanians having . 
paid a visit to Hendriclcen Field last- 
spring to furnish stubborn opposition 
'for the Dominican nine. Little is known 
of the strength of the Muhlenberg five, 
although advance reports would indi­
cate that the Smith Hillers will need 
their full strength to claim the decision.
On Saturday the road trip will wind 
up with the annual tilt with Upsala Col­
lege in East Orange, N. J. The Jersey 
collegians have yet to score a win over 
the Friars in any sport, but have fur­
nished stubborn opposition in basket­
ball on several occasions and will have 
to be watched carefully this week-end, 
particularly as the game will come after 
the Friars have undergone two hard 
tests.
While the ’Varsity aggregation is test­
ing its mettle on out-of-town courts, the 
yearling squad will perfect its attack 
for the game at Newport Friday when 
it will face one of the hardest tests of 
its campaign In the game with the De 
La Salle hoopsters. The Academy team, 
coached by Stanley Szydla, captain of 
i-he Friars last winter, is enjoying a 
banner season and is confident of tak­
ing the measure of the strong Black and 
White cubs.
FRIARS FIVE STARTS THREE GAME TRIP
Meets Columbus Club in Brook­
lyn Tonight. — Tackle 
Muhlenberg Friday.
The Providence College basketball 
squad will leave today on a three-game 
road trip for contests in New York, New 
Jersey and Pennsylvania. The first game 
will be in Brooklyn Tonight, against the 
Columbus Club quintet. Tomorrow the 
Dominicans .'visit Allentown to oppose 
Muhlenberg College, and on; Saturday 
wind up the week’s activities with the 
annual Upsala game.
Coach McClellan believes the Friars 
will give the Clubmen a hard run to­
night. Ed Koslowski, his husky centre, 
may have difficulty in securing the tap 
on the centre jump, because the Colum-: 
bus Club quintet boasts a six foot four 
inch pivot man. The same team which 
faced City College in New York last, 
Saturday night will take the floor again 
tonight.
Tomorrow the Friars test their mettle 
against a newcomer on their sports 
schedule In Muhlenberg College at Al­
lentown. Little Is known of the style 
of play of the Pennsylvanians, but every 
Indication points to a stiff tussle, as 
Muhlenberg showed its strength in top­
ping- Lafayette by six points, and has , 
I won four games of its season which j 
started Jan-. 10.
Upsala has never provided very serious 
opposition, but the Friars will take no 
chances of an upset. This game will be 
played at the high school in West Or­
ange, and will be the major contest of 
the Jersey collegians home schedule.
FRIARS LOSE
CLOSE GAME
TO K.C. FIVE
Brooklyn Club Stages Rally 
in Final Period to 
Win, 24-20
KRIEGER, M’CUE STAR
Providence Boys Beaten 
Only in Final Minutes 
of Struggle
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Brooklyn, Ifeb, .12—The Columbus 
Club basketball tea inscored a 24 to 20 
triumph over the Providence College 
quintet here tonight, its sixth straight 
and 12th victory in 13 starts. The score 
at the,half time was 12-all, and only by 
a rally in the fading moments of the 
game were .the Columbians able to eke 
out the decision.
Eddy Koslowski, Providence centre, 
turned in a brilliant game at the pivot 
post in spite of the fact that he was 
forced to do his jumping against Ryan, 
six-foot-six-inch centre of the Colum­
bians. The Pi'lar yearling also contrib­
uted five of the points garnered by the 
Dominicans, and featured with his de­
fensive play. Co-starring .with him for 
the visitors was Bill McCue whose pass­
ing enabled the Rhode Islanders to keep 
in the running until the final moment of 
play.'
Keating, former St. Francis College 
player, was high scorer, with a total of 
nine points which included two spec­
tacular field goals in the final rally which 
turned the tide to the Brooklynites. Gar­
vey, right forward, collected seven 
points.
The Dominicans jumped into an early 
lead and ran their score to six before the 
Clubman broke through for a marker. 
From then on play was nip and tuck" 
The Columbians climbed into the lead 
mid way through the period, only to 
give way to the .friars. Again as the half 
time whistle sounded, Koslowski tossed 
m a pretty shot from the side of 
court to knot the cout at 12 all.
Game played: February 12,1951
Prov. News Tribune
The second waf play, and it was
the first 20 minutes of P1 £ tes that 
riot until t^e final e ig aft .) 
Keating tied toe sc“rlars out in front, 
Krieger had to. d a hawker in 
and then Garvey d PP to clalm the
m-’X a::?-!
the Muhlenberg College t > their road
town in the second gam i
trip. , 1
The summary: v colleGE(2d) 1
COLUMBUS CLUB (24) PRO G p p
flirt U l" 1 3)Krieger, if • •: *
.Benedict, if ■ • t x 7!Mccue,rf ■ • • ° * 5
Garvey, rf, ••• • 0 2lKoslowski, C' ’ 1 5
I Ryan. 0 • • { t 3 Gainor, lg •• ' x j
1 McDonnell, lg 1 £ 9iWelch, Is ■■■ ? ! ,
I Keattog, rg 4 3 y Brachen. rg: 3 1 .<
> |Dromg9°le’ lg u
_   ..—1 ■ ' 76 2(3
Total ........ 9 6 2n Time—^0-
RelereeU-W. Brennan (B. I-A.)
Defeat MuHenburg in Fine 
Exhibition of Fast 
Basketball
Prov. News Tribune
_ _ _Game played:
 February 13, 1931
FRIARS TAKE  
COURT GAME
DE LA SALLE FIVE TRIPS FRIAR CUBS
Academy Boys Chalk Up 13th 
Victory in 14 Starts by Up-settin g Collegian s 30-24.
De La Salle Academy won lt» nth I
I 14 £terta la£t Wht, adKiln-
flret *eace Co!1^eI wS SS t\thc year' 30*24- 7110 feme 
I the Da a crowd on' i J?3 ?u!Ie coun ln Newport,I and
thereto31 eJ?fC^CO,^.cst of U* co^cn
daU- Th« Frosh prexed I the I
C<nn™°n hftrd 1Ok the f‘rSt halr- but f binrr,y; Coancrtoa ftnd Fitzgerald cbm-
the ,thSrd period to put|theY^rHrT^ saXely ln front- Alar 
th»iAt8 df°PPed ln four long tonus in 
far Snr+l0^bUt ?e U SaIlle *«***>
^sKaa- f
The summary; , ' !■
BE EA CALLS: (30 IP. C. FRE6HMBW «4)
tesitent
Mwian’d. ra .*. f ® gPb&cWs' r»- 0 P 0 J 1 
Ba‘i?Ramp, rS. o 9 o J
ftarris, rg.j.. e jj ■. j |a9
‘ Total '.... *i37T'Eot Total .. jfi3
tes periods. | . ,-j
Allentown, Pa., Feb. 14.—Held on 
even terms throughout the first half, 
the Prividence College basketball 
team opened up a notch in the second 
half and managed to gain a 34-29 
verdict oyer a fight Muhlenberg five 
in a closeiy contested game here last 
night. The Friars will be trying for 
their eighth victory of the season 
when they stack up against Upsala 
College, N. J., tonight in r the final 
contest of their three-game road 
series.
The play of Capt. Johnny Krieger, 
Dick Brachen' and Chick Gainor ■ 
stood out for the Friers' last night 
during the second half onslaught 
which produced a Providence vic­
tory. Wackernagle, Muhlenberg- 
right forward, with 11 points was the 
game's high scorer.
Competition was close throughout 
the fircughtout the first half with the 
lead shifting back and forth between 
the two teams. As the whistle sound­
ed the count was tied at 15-16.
FRIARS TAKE LEAD
Providence jumped into the lead 
soon after the start of the second 
half and was out in front a comfort­
able margin until the closing minutes 
when Muhlenberg began to press 
hard. As. the game neared its end 
Koslowski, Friar centre, was banish­
ed because of personal fouls. Gainor 
' took over the cenre post and Cody
went In at left guard.
The Muhlenberg hoopsters’ late ral­
ly brought them up to within a sin­
gle point of the Dominicans on two 
occasions but in eacn case the Friars 
j managed to stem the threat before 
i the homesters could ake over the 
lead. With Providence leading only 
27-25 and Mulhenberg fighting- hard 
for a basket, Gainor protected his 
team's advantage by scoring on a 
free try and then sending in a field 
goal to make the score 30-26 in favor
of the Friars.
Again the Muhlenberg offensive 
began to function and the gap be­
tween the wo teams was lessened to 
30-29.- The game was saved for the 
Friars,' however, when Brachen and 
Krieg r accounted for baskets while 
Muhlenberg went scoreless until the 
final whistle.
PROVIDENCE MUHLENBERGCOLLEGE (34) COLLEGE (2t)
G. J-1 • X • G. Ta -rj
. . if___  4 1 Si O'Brien, If... o ii ALreisrer. ..- ... 0 0 0 Nixon, if.... 2 ° 0
McCue, u- 2 3 7 Wk'nagle, rf 4 o ,}Koslowski- c.. 2 2 6.Lauoh. c - n. 4 3 u
Gainor, „ 2 Horine, 1B..;8 J «
Welch. '«• 5 o iofudt. rg........... »' ? ?
Brachen. 0 „ 0 ••••316
Cody. ..........................— _ _
, .14 0 34 Totals T it'' -
Total3„ ' Witwer. umpire—Long.t,?.’Referee_  minutes. T
o£ periods 1------------------------ ■. I. ’S
- -------- fi
James Welch,
Sub-forward.
Game played: February 14,1931
FRIARS OUTCLASS
UPSALA QUINTET
Providence Five Wins 42 to 26. 
Dominican Captains Lead
Attack.
(Special to the Providence Journal) ■ 
East Orange, N, J., Feb. 14.—The crack 1
Providence College basketball team 
chalked up its eight win ol the sea­
son and its second victory of its road 
trip by completely outclassing the Upsala 
College quintet here tonight to win by 
a. 42 to 26 score.
The superior all-around play of the 
Friars assured them of the verdict from 
the very onset of the clash.
Capts. Krieger and McCue of the Do­
minicans were the leaders of the Provi­
dence attack, the former collecting 12 
points and the latter netting eight mark­
ers for the Black and White cause. Gai­
nor left guard of the visitors, featured 
with his accurate foul tossing, scoring 
on five out of six tosses from the free 
throw llne-
After the Friars had raced away to 
a Sizeable lead Coach McClellan used his 
reserve performers, sending Dromgoole in 
at centre and Cody and Welch in at the 
back court berths. All three players 
turned in some fine work, with Drom- 
ooole adding a brace of .field goals on 
pivots under the hoop. The subs also 
played for the better part of the second 
half.
Branchen sent the Friars on their way 
five seconds after the opening whistle 
when he tossed in a field goal on a play 
from the initial tap, and Gainor contrib­
uted a hawker from mid-court a mo­
ment later to start, a barrage on the 
Upsala hoop which, was not halted until 
15 points had been made. At the half 
time the Friars led 26 to 5, holding their 
opponents to one field goal during the 
20 minutes of play.
With the Dominican subs in the line­
up in the second half the. locals boosted, 
their total, with Carlson featuring their 
attack with five long field goals. However, 
a consistent scoring attack of the Rhode 
Islanders enabled them to tally almost at 
will to maintain their long lead.
The summai-y:
PROVIDENCE UPSALA
COLLEGE (42) , „ COLLEGE ,26)
G. F. P- G. F P.
K-rieeer, If .. 5 2 12 Carlson, If. . 5 0 10
McCue, rf ... 3 .2 8 w.Johnson, rf o 1 1
Koslowski, *. 3 1 7 Parson/ c l 5 7
nromgoole, o. 2 0 4 J.Johnson,lg.. 1 0 2
S^MilE.----1 5 7 Swanson, c.. 0 0 0belch’ll-.- 0 £ OHollertz. rg.. 1 g §
Brachen, rg. 2 0 4 Nash, rg ... 2 0 4;
Cody, « ••••_£
Totals......... 1,6 1<L*2 Totals.......... 10 6 26
Referee—Cooke. Time 20-minute periods.
FRIARS' FIVE TRAMPLES
WILDCATS AT DURHAM
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
WINNING STREAK 
BROKEN BY LOCALS
McCue, Krieger and Koslowski 
Score More Points Than 
Entire Opposing Team.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Durham, N. H., Feb. 17.—Providence 
College broke the University of New 
Hampshire's winning streak here tonight 
bv handing the Wildcats a 31 to 21 bas­
ketball defeat In a hard fought game. 
The victory was the ninth of the season 
for the Friars, and their third court win 
In four years of competition with the 
locals.
Formidable OfTence 
Capt McCue and Krieger, forwards, 
and Eddie Koslowski, centre, provided 
the Dominicans with a. formidable of­
fence with each of the three tossing in 
r.t°-ht points, a combined total sufficient 
+4top the work of the Wildcat basket 
in«ers Each of these three Friars col­
lected their points in the same way, t.oSs.
in a trio of field goals and a pair of 
successful tosses from the free throw
linpiay was fast In the first half with 
+he Dominicans runnlng'away to a long 
, soon after the starting whistle 
sounded At the halftime, with Krieger 
end McCue finding the Wildcat's hoop 
from the corners of the court, the Rhode 
Tslanders had a 20 to 7 margin, holding 
the locals to three goals from the floor.
31 TO 21
  Game played: February 17,1931
Manchester (N.H.) Union
PROVIDENCE TEAM 
BEATS WILDCATSIN EASY FASHION
Friars Jump Into Big Lead 
in First Half; Score
31 to 21
Special to The Union.
DURHAM, Feb. IT.—The Provi­
dence College Friars, one of the fast­
est college basketball teams in the 
East, were too strong for the Wild­
cats tonight and one of the season’s 
objective games was lost, 31 to 21 
The Friars jumped into an early lead 
and outplayed the home tea® R’ a 
wide margin in the first PeI2od’ the 
score at the half being 20 to 2-
In the second half, the Wildcats 
came back strong but by 
defensive tactics, the Rhode island 
quintet managed to nurse a comfort­
able lead. Krieger, one of Xne °est 
players among Eastern 
featured for the visitors. The sum-
New Hampshire 
Provide * Jb* jjaggtrom
■ McKue, rf........................... rb Bronstein
Krieger,If ........................... c. Conroy
Koslowski, c ......................... lf> Eustis
Brachen, rb ..............Gormley
Welch, lb ••••••• •••45*:‘New Hampshire,Score—-Providence, 31, JN „ Krieger 3, 
21. Goals from floor--McKue -Rronstein 3,
Koslowski 3, VVelch, Bf?ampana, Gormley, 1 Eustis 2, Hagstrom, Campan -M(.Kue 2 
Goals from fouls—Brachen , 2 Eron_
Krieger 2, Koslowski, Dm-
steln, Conroy, Eustis. ,E,-arlrton. Timer— 
plre—Kelleher. Scorer—cperiods. 
Robinson. Time—two 20 yerrfni forSubstitutes—Gainor for we u g nnan f0 
Bronstein, Clark for Conroy, »
Eustis, Campana for Gormt
Wildcats Try Hard
Tn the second half New Hampshire
8£»£SS6 X”
looted Si'® points to give the Friars a 
to count when the final gun sounded. ’
The summary:
. pnoyTDENCE l3i, j hampsn™e (21)
G F P.‘ '■ G- T- P-
•„erit. rf 3 2 8SHagstrom,lg T ?■. 2
Koslowslk.c . 3 2 «.«*»££’ ... 0 1 -1
Frachen.rg ..13 0 0 0
S^’lohTo-8, " 1 0 2!EuStis.lf ... 2 1 5
Welch,Is . ■•■- ‘Brennan.If .. 0 0 ®
' Gormlpy.rf .. 1 2 4 
Campana,ri . .1 u z
, , n ~5 31' Totals ... 8 5 21Sf^-kXt9 umpire: Hoyt. Time four 
10-minute periods. , -......... -—'
Edward Koslowski, 
Center.
CRUSADERS FACE 
FRIARS SATURDAY
Brown Freshmen Also on Twin 
Bill of Smith Hill 
College.
Holy Cross and Brown, traditional rta 
vals for Providence College teams, will 
provide the action in the twin bill cards 
ed for Saturday night when the Domini 
leans make their first home appearance 
of the month, the Crusaders meeting 
the ’Varsity in the main tilt, and tha 
Bruin cubs tackling the Undefeated 
Smith Hill yearlings in the prelim clash.
The court tilts with Holy Cross hav«j 
always been thrilling encounters, and 
this year’s series is no exception. Early 
in January the Priars travelled to Wor­
cester and when apparently defeated' 
for the first time by the Purple hoop­
sters, rallied to smash through with a 
38 to 31 decision. Local fans well re­
member last year’s clash in this city 
when Johnny Krieger pulled the game 
from the’ fire by his spectacular basket 
heaving in the final minutes of play.
The preliminary game, between the 
Freshman teams of Brown and Provi­
dence, promises to be as keenly fought 
as the major game. The Dominicans 
have bowled over all opposition this 
season. With two such fine attractions 
on tap the Smith Hill authorities an­
ticipate a capacity crowd.
Since their defeat by the Friars, Holy 
Cross has turned about , to administer' 
some stiff setbacks to New England col­
lege court teams, and as a result will 
come here with renewed confidence. In 
Jim Farrell, captain and guard, the Cru­
saders have one of the best defensive 
performers in Eastern court ranks. In 
the game with the locals at Worcester! 
he held Johnny Krieger, Black and 
White ace, to two field goals.
The Dominicans will return home to­
day aftfer a three game road trip to New 
York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and 
will stage a light workout tomorrow’ aft­
ernoon. Tuesday Coach A1 McClellan 
will head his aggregation into New 
Hampshire to avenge the defeat sus- 
iained at the hands of the University 
if New Hampshire quintet at Durham 
,ast winter.
DEFEND COURT AGAINST CRUSADERS TONIGHT
Johnny Kreiger 
Co-captain, Forward.
William McCue 
Co-Captain.
Forward. Francis
Dromgoole
Sub-centre
CRUSADER QUINTET 
TACKLES FRIARS 
IN HARKINS HALL
Holy Cross Keen to Wipe Out 
Earlier Defeat—Freshmen
Play Brown Cubs.
-___ .
Tn?NCES AT PS,O' 3iOLY CROSS. 
PROVIDENCE. r- g Farrell (Capt. 1
Krieger lOapt.). 1- »••••*• 1. g..' Leary
MeCUe (Capt.), r. i........  .. c., Driscoll
Koslowski. c................................ j f , Donovan
Brachen, r, g-,r. {., Hickey 
1 Everett and McGuiness
of Brighton, starting trme-9 p. m- .
, ««« and Providence CollegeHoly Cross and tonight
■Varsity Harkins Hail at
SS£"S'f“SrSSr »«««■»
the u.nexpect®dn -Eer by the Friars 
them early in December y ln
who stageAJtX£he team is travel- 
the closing aid™ ' . wlth both Drls-ling at a lively clip and £t
coll 8 thf Pmple outfit has high hopes 
• ^initial Victory over the
Smith Hil‘7te plans by Coach McCIel- i 
Last indicate that Franny
lan V1U play in the back court,
Dromgoole ' “ p grachen and rellev- 
pairing with Dnor, Galnor performed 
ing Chick England amateur
in the SonXment last night, having 
boxmg to"th periniESlon to compete 
°bttSs event, and as result the F a 
m„nto? feats, he may not be ready to
be at his ^MMleht'guard, will be the
Dick Brachen right gua 
manwhowiUde Concentrating their 
by the r and McCue, for-attention on Ki g g q{ the series, the 
wards, in the Brachen closely
visitors the former Portches-
Wlthtarewn wild in the final minutes of 
ter star r . pirlfced attack, 
play to lead P* lropOTtant issues of to-
On5, 9me centres on the play of the 
nlglU »ntr?s with Eddie Koslowski, six- 
rival centre ^rid rt, doing the jump- 
footfn/tl“^'iars. and opposing Driscoll 
ing f°r, “praid crusader huskies who al­
and ft the post for the visitors. Both 
terna Fitzgerald tower over Kos-
DriSC9 and are probably the biggest pivot lowski and re p college ranks, both
^Vne shots from under the basket.
Friars Who Will Face Holy Cross Here
William McCue, Co-Captain
Left Forward.
George Cody, 
Left Guard.
Edward Koslowski, 
Center.
"Pick" Brachen,
Right Guard
FRIARS SMOTHER 
CRUSADERS 36-19
 
Pile Up Winning Margin in Sec­
ond Half—Freshmen Down 
Brown Cubs.
The basketball forces of Providence
College, both ’Varsity and Freshmen, ran 
wild at Harkins Hall last night to score 
victories over Holy Cross and Brown in 
one of the finest basketball double- 
headers ever. staged in this city. The 
Friar ’Varsity scored over the Crusaders 
for their 10th triumph of the' season 
by smashing through a 36 to 19 victory, 
while the Dominican yearlings out­
classed the Bruin Freshmen to earn a 
50 to 13 verdict. A capacity crowd- of 
close to 1000 watched the contest.
The ’Varsity encounter was one of the 
most exciting tilts of the long series of 
battles between the Smith Hillers and 
the Purple. Play was close throughout 
the first half with the lead alternating, 
as both teams uncorked rallies. The 
Friars leftethe floor at the half-time with 
a 19 to 13 lead, but it was wiped away 
within four minutes after the start of 
the second half.
1 Captains Bill McCue and Johnny 
Krieger led the Providence triumph, al­
though' each member of the Friar quin- 
. tet turned in a fine exhibition to com­
pletely smother the Holy Cross out- 
efforts in the second half, holding 
the Crusaders scoreless in the last 18 
minutes of play and rolling up 14 points 
themselves to continue their march for
New England collegiate honors.
Ed Koslowski, Providence centre,
dominated the play in the middle court 
and although opposihg Luke Driscoll, 
one of the tallest pivot men in college 
ranks smashed through' to take the high 
.r07>ing honors of the night, with 14' 
noints Krieger collected eight points 
: ^though' closely guarded by Captain 
Tim Farrell of the Crusaders, while Mc- 
I cue added five points and starred by his 
(sensational floor work.
Game played. February 21,1931
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM
First row, left to right; Walter Corbett, forward; Milton Lacey, for- ward, 
and John Morrison, forward. Middle row, left to right: George Lebbetts, 
guard; Dale Worrall, forward; Bernard McGarry, forward, and
Oscar perrin, forward. Back row, left to right: August Benvenuti, for-
ward; Oliver Roberge, guard; Thomas J. O'Brien, manager; Frank Leav-
Joseph
With Gainor somewhat fatigued by 
i his competition in the amateur boxing 
championships of Friday night, when he 
won the southern New England amateur 
; welterweight " title. Coach McClellan 
1 gave Franny Dromgoole, former Classical 
star a chance to swing into the first 
string array. Dromgoole turned in a fine 
game, scoring one field goal and hand­
ling the ball exceptionally well. ■
The summary:
PROVIDENCE (3S) i HOLY CROSS C19Y 
•G. F. P.i . G. F. P.
Krieger If. . • • 1 6 SSchoenr'k. If 3 0 S
Welch If........ 0 0 °Dunn, If......... 0 0 0
McCue rf........2 1 5,Mantilli, rf. 0 0 0
McCormac, rf. 0 0 C Hickey, rf... 0 0 0
Koslowski. c.. 5 4 14jDriscoll. c. . . 3 o S
Dromgoole, lg. 1 0 3 Fitzgerald, c. 0 0 o
Gainor, lg-0 J 0 Leary, lg.. . 2 0 4
Brachen, rg.'.. 3 1 ( Curran, lg. . . 0 0 0
Cndv rg.......... 0 0 OlFarrell, rg. .. 0 1 1
(Nicholson, rg 0 0 0
Total ........12,12 361 Total......... 9 1 19 '
Referee—McInnis. Umpire—Parker. Time— 
20-minute periods.
The summary:
■PROVIDENCE COL. I BROWN
FRESHMEN (501 FRESHMEN (13) .
G. F P.l G. F. P.
norhitt If.. .'I o 2’Smith. If... 1 1 3
"A: I U6i»flf-.-. ? ? ?
i S I
R»avey c.'.'. 0 0 OlWaley. e.... 0 1 1
Tebbetts, lg.. 0 0 WHammer. lg. 0 0 0
Wright, lg'.. 0 0 OlJtork. rr..r; 8- 0 4
McGarry. Ig-'O 0 0,
Roberge, rg.. 3 0 fi,
Lucey. rg...• 0 0 0
Boyle, is- •''' _2 _ _ _ _ _
Tnfnl ... 24 2 50 Total ... 5 3 13
' E°{eTee—Haughey. Time—20-minute pe­
riods. '
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Worcester. Mass. Feb.' 23.—The Provi­
dence College /’Varsity basketball team 
scored its/lltli win of the season here 
tonight by outclassing Worcester Poly- 
tech by a 41 to 25 score in a listless 
contest. The (Friars were apparently, 
somewhat, off form and as a result failed 
to impress by1 their play except in the 
latter half of the second period, when 
they went on a scoring spree to run up 
their high total.
Dick Brachen, right guard of the Do­
minicans, was thp individual star of the 
fray, tossing in IQ field goals and a, foul 
shot for a total of 21 points, almost 
enough to equal the efforts of . the local 
hoopsters. Brachen broke loose in the 
second half, retrieving rebounds to toss 
the leather back through the hoop and 
contributing several spectacular floor 
goals on pivot plays.
The Rhode islanders failed to show 
their real strength in the first half and 
as a result were forced all the way by 
the Engineers. Play was nip and tuck 
until the final two minutes of this pe­
riod, when Koslowski took passes from 
Capt. McCue to- score two goals to give 
the Friars a 13 to 8 lead at the inter­
mission. The'first five minutes of the 
■second half was a.repetition of the pre­
ceding stanza until Brachen started his 
accurate shooting from under the Wor­
cester basket.
 Game played: February 23,1931
Riar quintet outclasses
WORCESTER POLYTECH 
41 TO 25
BRACHEN IS HIGH 
SCORER OF GAME 
WITH POINTS
Dominicans Rally After Listless 
Start to Take Lead in 
Second Period.
"Pick" Brachen Right Guard
With the score 19 to 15, Krieger scored 
from the side of the court and Brachen 
increased the lead on' a pretty pivot 
under the hoop. Krieger added another 
score on a hawker from close to mid­
court, 'and within the next minute 
Brachen rocketed the score to 31 with 
three field goals.
After this rally the Engineers were 
never in the running, and although Capt. 
Asp and Purrinton .tossed in a few scores 
to ‘'swell their point total, the Domin­
icans flashed a strong running attack 
which enabled them to stay far In front. 
Koslowski, who played a brilliant game 
at centre, aided :Brachen in continuing 
the Providence rally to enable the visit­
ors to travel back to Rhode .Island with 
■a 4i to 25 verdict.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE I WORCESTER ' 
COLLEGE'('ill POLYTECH 125)
■ a. f. pJ g. f. p.
K-rle-e-. If... 3 1 7HPnrrtoton.lt. 3 o 6
if ........ 0 0 OlHammer, If.. 0 0 o
Xmie rf ...0 0 OlCullen, rf... 1 2 4
ReUly rf0 0 .0|*W: SOW3«inw--ki c . 5 0 W Gartrell, lg.. 1 1 3SoTe.c. . 1 0 ‘2 Walker, rg... 1 0 2
Gainor, 1«. • • •< 0 1 J
Welch. lg--'«- '° 9 „9 
Brachen, rg. . .10 . 1 21
McCormac, .l.g -_2 _____
19 3 41 Total ........ 11, 3 25
bereftD.' Kelley. Time—20-minute pe- j 
rioifs.
Seeks Diamond Trophy
William "Chick" Gainor of Providence College, Southern New England 
champion welterweight and runner-up in the recent senior New Eng- 
lands, heads the list of talent entered in the 147-pound division for the
second annual diamond belt amateur boxing tourney carded for the 
Auditorium Friday night.
Southern New England 
Amateur Boxing Champs
Flyweight—Teddy Mack, Coven­
try.
Bantamweight—-Jimmy Drake,
Providence.
Featherweight—Aime Rondeau, 
Woonsocket.
Lightweight-yWiUiam piley, Fall 
River.
welterweight—William Gainor, / 
> ProvldenBe College.
Middleweight—Eddie Caladrone,
. Bristol. ' '
Light Heavyweight'-—Manuel Ta­
bor, East Providence.
Heavyweight—Joe Paders, Brown : 
University.
Chick Gainor, the Providence College 
athlete, and former State amateur wel­
ter champion, made his return to com- 
I petition a highly successful one. Dis- 
I playing his usual two-fisted, hard 
punching attack, Gainor romped 
through the opposition with three 
knockouts to his credit. He stopped 
Armand Choquet of North Dartmouth 
in the second stanza of their trial match. 
Andrew Chapdelaine. of Franklin fell be­
fore Gainer’s dynamite punches in the 
first round of their semi-final fracas 
and Joe Silva of Taunton retired via 
the kayo route in the Opening round 
of the final.
GEORGE CODY
JIMMIE WELCH ' 
Providence Colleg is justly proud of 
the two young- hasketball players pic­
tured above. Cody, a Woonsockt 
youth plays guard. He starred 
against Holly, Cross. Welda, who 
tills in at forward or guard, is a de­
pendable shooter. Both will play 
against Seton Hall here tomorrow
night.
P.C. Luminaries
Friars Entertain Seton Hall
NEW JERSEY
FIVE BOASTS 
FINE RECORD
Prov. News
Tribune
Friars Expect Hard Battle 
Here Tomorrow 
Night
FROSH TO PLAY
Dominican Cubs Meet R. I. 
C. E. in Preliminary 
Game
The Seton Hall College basketball 
team of South Orange, N. J., will in- 
. vade Rhode Island tomorrow night 
to meet th/e crack Providence Col­
lege quintet in the only home ap­
pearance of the Friars this week, 
while the Dominican freshmen meet 
$he R. I. College of Education Ave 
a preliminary encounter. Both 
games ^are listed for the college au- 
dtorium with the initial tilt at 7:30 
and the varsity contest at 9 o’clock.
Victors in 10 of their contests this 
season, and boasting wins over such 
strong quintets as Temple and Villa- 
nova, the Seton Hall team will en­
deavor to snap a five-game win 
streak of the Smith Hillers and at 
the same time prevent the locals 
from collecting their 12th court vic­
tory of the campaign. As the game 
will be the first one of the Seton- 
ians’ New England trip, they will 
he in top condition to down the Mc­
Clellan men.
The Friars, recovered from their 
strenuous week-end which witnessed 
triumphs over Holy Cross and Wor­
cester Polytech, rested yesterday, 
and will resume their workouts on 
their own court today. The mentor 
was pleased with the showing of 
his hoopsters in these two tilts, and 
although they failed to flash their 
best game at Worcester, the letdown 
was attributed to the hard battle
(
with the Crusaders on Saturday. 
FBIARS DRILL TODAY
This afternoon Coach McClellan 
plans to school the squad in flve 
man defensive formations so as to
cope with that form of play should 
the Setonians attempt to so protect | 
their hoop tomorrow night. In as 
much as both teams boast an array i 
of rangy performers, the clash will 
undoubtedly produce some fast and 
close playing.
The freshmen went through a brisk 
drill under the direction of McClellan 
yesterday. The veteran Dominican 
mentor has an eye to the future, and 
believes that the sub lineup will be 
| a valuable addition to the first 
string array next winter. In Worrall 
and Perrin, clever forwards, he may 
have replacements for Captains Mc­
Cue and Krieger who will be the 
only men lost from the team by grad­
uation this year.
In all probability Chick Cainor, 
who added to his athletic laurels by 
winning the southern New England 
j welterweight boxing title last week, 
will reutrn to the starting lineup to­
morrow. Gainor gave way to Franny 
Dromgoole for the Holy Cross clash,
but in view of his long experience 1 
with the first team will be needed for 
the three remaining major tests with 
Seton Hall, Brown and Lowell Tex­
tile. r
The probable lineups for tomorrow 
are:
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
SETON HALL COLLEGE
Capt. Krieger, If...............rg., Outwater
Capt. McCue, rf. ........... lg., Madjeski
Koslowski, . ............................. c., Babiak
Brachen, "rg............... ....If., Singleton
Gainor, lg.......................... .rf., Madigan
Referees: Parker and McGuiness. |
FRIARS TRIP
SETON HALL FIVE
Brachen Scores 17 Points
in Friars 48-31 Victory
New Jersey Five Never in Run­
ning,— Freshmen Win 
Prelim 84 to 4.
With Dick Brachen, star right guard, 
continuing his sensational basket shoot- 
ing, and aided by fine passwork and 
shooting by the rest of the first team, 
Providence College scored its 12th vic­
tory of the season by outclassing Seton 
Hall College at Harkins Hall last night 
48 to 31- The victory was the second of 
the season by the Friars over the New 
Jersey collegians who boast triumphs 
over St. Thomas, Villanova and many 
other strong teams,
Brachen fan wild in the second half 
of the contest to enable the Friars to 
maintain a long lead, and to give Him­
self the high scoring honors of the fray i. 
with a. total of 17 points. Capt. Krieger ! 
with 11 points and Koslowski with nine 
assisted in the Dominican attack.
In taking their sixth straight the Fri- 
1 ars continued their fine pass work with 
Capt. Bill McCue doing the bulk of the 
work in the back court. They piled up 
an early lead and at the halftime had a 
25 to 12 advantage which enabled Coach 
McClellan to experiment with some of 
his reserve material during the second 
half.
Koslowski opened the scoring with a 
side shot, and Krieger flipped in a one- 
hand toss from the corner of the court 
a moment later to start a Providence 
rally which mounted to 10 points before 
the visitors broke into the scoring. Mid­
way through the period the Smith Hill­
ers were coasting along with a 15 to 8 
lead When Gainor started another bar­
rage on the New Jersey hoop which ran 
the string to 23 points before Segal put 
tne Setonians in the running with a 
pair of field goals.
In the second half The Setona Hallers 
closed the gap to 25 to 17 before the 
Friars put on pressure and uncovered 
jast running attack with Brachen and 
Koslowski piling up the lead. With the 
count 35 to 19, Coach McClellan sent in 
his second team, and the invaders boost­
ed their score to 23, but were never able
to make the tilt a close one.
Game playeD: February 26,1931
In the preliminary the Providence 
freshmen went on a scoring rampage to 
overwhelm the R. I. College of Educa­
tion hoopsters under an 84 to. 4 score. 
The teachers were never able to pene­
trate the Friar cubs’ defence, while the 
yearlings, with Captain Worrall and Ro­
berge doing the bulk of the scoring, 
tallied at will.
The summaries:
PROV. COLLEGE R. I. COLLEGE OF 
FRESHMEN (841 EDUCATION 141
G. F. P. G. F. P.
Worrall, If .. 9 0 18 Giblin, If .... 0 I ]
Corbett; If .... 2 0 4 Lavault, if .. 0 o o
Perrin.'rf .... 5 1 llDione, rf ... 0 0 0
Barbarito. rf . . 4 0 8 O'Grady, rf.. I o ::
Davis, o........ 5 0 10 Poole, c .... 0 o 0
Reavey,.c .... 3 0 6 Macumber, lg 0 I i
Tebbetts, lg .. 4 ,0 8 Colvin, rg ... 0 0 o
Lacey, lg . ... 0 0 0 Riley, rg ... 0 0 o
Roberge, rg .. 8 1 17i
McGarry, rg .. 1 0 21
Morrison, rg.. 0 0 Oj
Total .... 41 2 84| Total .... 1 2 4
Referee—C. Merritt. Time—Eight minute
pel “providence I SETON hall
COLLEGE (48) ' COLLEGE (31)
G. F. P.| G. F. P.
Krieger. If... 3 5 111 Singleton, If. 102
Welch, If........ 0 0 Oj O'Hara, If... 2 0 4
McCue, rf.... 0 1 1 Madigan, rf. 2 15
McCormac, rf. 0 0 Oj Torpe.v, rf.. 0 0 0
Koslowski. c.. 4 1 91 Bablak. c... 2 3 71
Dromgoole, c. 1 0 2j Segal, lg.,.. 5 0 10
Gainor, ig... 2 0 4) Madjeski, rg. 113
Reilly, lg........ 0 0 OjOutwater, rg. 0.0 0
Brachen, rg... 6 5 17|
Cody, rg........ 2 0 4i
Total ........ 18 12 481 Total ....13 5 31
Referee — McGuiness. Umpire — Parker.
Time—20-minute periods.
Court Brilliants of Brown and P* C.
"JACK" CAULKINS BROWN
JOHN KRIEGE
R PROV.
COLLEGE
"TOM" SAWYER
BROWN
WILLIAM MCCUE
PROV COLLEGE
2500 SEE PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE FIVE DEFEAT
BROWN 47 TO 28
Friars Pile Up Big Lead 
In First Hall Of Game
Displaying a fine passing attack and 
an' almost perfect defence the Provi­
dence College quintet scoreq a 47 to 28 
victory over Brown in the annual game 
tc decide the city championship played 
before approximately 2500 persons at 
the Elmgrove avenue gymnasium last 
night.
The Dominicans, with Eddie Koslow­
ski leading the way, were in the lead 
■ throughout. At the half way mark their 
margin was 23 to 7. In the second half 
the Bears held the Friars on even terms 
but were unable to overcome the bik 
lead chalked up against them in the 
first period and as a result were forced
to go down to defeat for the eighth time 
, in a row.
Paul Snyder, captain and individual 
star of the Brown team, was unable to 
play because of an infected foot. He 
watched the game from the Brown bench 
and there is but little doubt if he had 
played the score would have been much 
closer, ’ The-Brown captain has averaged 
14 points per game this winter .and this' 
is the first time in his entire college , 
career that he has been kept from play- ' 
ing.
Koslowski High Scorer
High scoring honors went to Koslow­
ski, the centre for the Friars, who caved 
the leather for seven' field goals and a- 
foul shot for a total, of 15 points..Jack 
Caulkins of the Brown team was second 
with 12 points, while Capt, McCue of 
Providence was next with 10.
Inability of the Brown players to sink 
the ball in the first half played no small 
part in their defeat. Time and time 
again the Bruins shot at the Providence 
College basket only to-have the sphere 
bounced off the backboard without going 
through the netting. Tlie Friars w<?re 
making good practically every, scoring' 
bid and McCue displayed his ability 0X 
I a long tom artist at intervals with has-
I kets from the middle of the floor.
Game played: March 4,1931
Koslowski Scores 15 Points. 
Snyder, Brown Star, 
Unable to Play.
, in fhe Providence College »
£ the second halfi ^^n forces
'^Sd^-X^lwas 
given that the game was over.
. Walsh Replaces Snyder 
In the absence ol CaptJSnydpr^C^
Harii|Jld^iLTSXu«nTd1LLhe bS
SS5S»£ M“». t»~
sn0™ ?;«“.«*=»<*
^The Providence College hoopsters were 
the first to score Kos-
ntep baskets by K.re g ». lead of
lowski and Gainor gave Thg
kW°®f%hS'in« 
S5SS» >?=?“« «’**,
UD a comfortable margin .
JBUi^X-en— rof“wonly
providence College wih, an
toss from the side court At th P^ &
of the game the Fr1^® “ the BrOwn
as? s‘“U “b?.'&
line by Schein. M twom P 
to the Brown total. Caununs dg_
on a foul shot when r loWSki went 
tected pushing and then K.
ofI on a scoring spree to drop thread 
ble counters m rapid s " field goai 
retaliated for B™™r ended the Scor- 
from the side. Kreiger baskets
ing in this period withtwo flead at the 
to give the Friars a 23 to 7 ««?,
Eddie Koslowski, Providence College 
Centre, makes 15 points in Friars' 
47-28 Victory Over Brown.
f
Coming back after the rest period the 
Bears opened a flashy attack and Caulk-.' 
.ins and Walsh sent the ball flying 
(through the Providence netting in quick 
order. The Friars called time out in 
order to reorganize their defence and at 
the resumption of play staged a rally 
which saw more baskets by Koslowski, 
McCue, Gaiqor and Brachen pass 
through the Brown hoop. At this point 
the Friars were ahead 34 to 11.
The first of the Providence substitutes 
went in at this point and Skinner re-. 
placed Mantell at centre for Brown. Mc­
Cue sent the leather into the Brown rig­
ging on another long tom shot. Hemel- 
right started the Brown rally with two 
double counters in succession and Caulk- 
ins followed.
Then followed a steady bombardment 
at the Providence cage and with Caulk- 
. ins leading .the attack the Bears un­
corked a number of fine baskets in a row 
to run the score up to 28 points while 
the best the Friars could do was to reg­
ister on baskets by McCormac and 
Welch.
The summary:
pp.OVTnwNOK1 I BROWN (281 ’ 
COLLEGE (471 !
G. F. P ' G- F. P
Krieger .If.... 2 1 srwwn«.lf.. 5 ? m
McCormack.If. 2 1 5'Walsh.rf. ... 10?
McCue.rf.... 5 0 J.O'Hawis.rf.... OOP
Reillv.rf. . . . 0 0 0 Bradshaw, rf. non
Koslowski c.... 7 i 1'-.’Sawyer c. ... 2 0 r
Dromgoole,c. . . 0 0 O'Mentell c. . .. 0 0 o
Gainor.lg......... 1 3 3!Bfc(uner.c. 0 0 0
Cortv lg............ o 0 O'Schem.lg. ■ ■ • 2. o *
Brachen.rg. . .. 3 1 7 Hemelr.ight.rg 3 0 0,
Welch,rg.......... 1 0 2henson,rg... ,_0 _0 0
Total . - 21 5 47' Total........ .13 J »
Referees—Hoyt and Parker, Boston. Time
—20-minute periods. ,
High Scorer
FRIAR FIVES END 
SEASON TONIGHT
---------------
’Varsity Meets Lowell Textile 
While Freshmen Play Dean 
Academy.
LINEUPS AT PROVIDENCE COLLEGE.
LOWELL PROVIDENCE
TEXTILE COLLEGE '
, Jarek, r. f, ,............ ......................... 1. g., Gainor
Savard, 1. I.................... g.. Brachen
Kapala, c...........................c., Koslowski
Quigley (Capt.), 1. g.....r. f„ McCue‘(Capt) 
Kokoska, r. g.................... 1. f„ Krieger (Capt )
Referee-—McGuiness. Starting time—9 p. m.
The ’Varsity and Freshman basketball 
teams at Providence College close their 
schedules at Harkins Hall tonight in 
what promises to be one of the best 
double-header attractions of the season. 
The ’Varsity hoopsters meet the Lowell 
Textile five, and the Freshmen encounter 
Dan Sullivan’s Dean Academy quintet. 
The .Freshman game Is listed to start at 
7:30 and the ’Varsity clash about 9 
o’clock.
Both Lowell and Dean have each won 
14 games in 16 starts. The 'Varsity game 
is the final one for Capts. Bill McCue and 
Johnny Krieger of Proyidence, as they 
graduate next June. Teammates since 
their high school days, and regulars on 
the McClellan-coached five for the past 
four seasons, the Paterson pair Will be 
on edge to make their finale a good one.
Savard, left forward for Lowell, was 
one of the three leading scorers of New- 
England last winter. He then played 
centre. This winter he has led the team 
in scoring from a forward assignment, 
while Kapala, a six-foot-two husky from 
Lowell, is handling the pivot work. Dick 
Brachen, high scoring Friar guard, will 
be assigned the task of holding Savard 
in cheek.
The Dean lineup Includes several for­
mer all scholastic performers, and from 
advance reports they will be prepared to 
give the- Dominican yearlings a,' close 
game. Dale Worrall, former Dean cap­
tain, and leader of the Providence Fresh­
men, will head the local’s quest for 
their eighth win in nine games.
Krieger and McCue End Careers 
in Splendid Styles—Year­
lings Trim Dean,
, i
The Providence College 'Varsity and i
Freshman basketball teams closed their 
season in impressive style at the liar- 
kins Hall court last night by collecting 
a double victory, the 'Varsity downing 
Lowell Textile 34 to 29, while the year­
lings handed Dean Academy its fourth 
defeat of the year 28 to 20. The ‘Varsity 
victory was the 14th of the campaign 
and the first year team made its record 
eight out of nine.
Capts. Johnny Krieger and Bill McCue; 
forwards of the Dominican teams for the 
past four seasons, closed their collegi­
ate careers by turning in their usual fine 
games. Krieger tossed in eight of the 
Providence points, while .McCue featured 
with his splendid floor work and pass­
ing. Both performers received a tremen­
dous ovation from the large crowd at the 
conclusion of the tilt.
Another Star Brightens
While McCue and Krieger were passing 
over the Smith Hill basketball horizon, 
another star came to the fore to assure 
the Friars of further successes in bas­
ketball in the person of Dick Brachen, 
clevex- guard who collected 18 of the 
Providence points. Brachen continued 
his sensational basket shooting of the 
past two months.
The Friars had a fight pn their hands 
from the very onset. The Bay Staters 
presented a fast quintet with a pair of 
sharp shooting hoopsters in Kapala and i 
Kokoska. The lead see-sawed through- 
. out the first half, with the Friars stag- . 
ing-a rally to come from behind to claim 
a three-point margin as the halftime 
whistle sounded. , I
Brachen scored first, on a shot fro-m 
under the ring, and made good on his 
free throw- toss awarded for Savard’s 
fouling on the play. McCue converted on 
a foul, but Kapalaand Jarek came back 
with points to take a 5 to 4 lead, Provi­
dence went ahead, only to have the 
Weavers overtake them and rush into j 
an 11 to 6 lead midway through th, I 
period.
Game played: March 6,1931
FRIARS’ VARSITY AND
FRESHMAN FIVES
WIN CLOSING CONTESTS
First Team Triumphs Over
Lowell Textile
Willia
m
"Chick
"
Gainor
Center-Guard on P.C. Basket- ball team-
who becameState Welter-
Weight Boxing
and also N.E. Champion
Collegian to Box Again
Grad Central High of Troy, NY Captain of Friars basketball in 1930-31 Welter Weight Champ of RI in 1st yr at College - In 1931 won the Southern N.E. weight title Later won N.E. " "
1989 1928 61
Collegian to Box Again
Score is Tied Up
Bachen and Koslowski found the hoop 
for points on spectacular shots to tie 
the score at 13 all, and a few minutes 
later Krieger put the Friars ahead with 
a sensational one-hand toss from the 
corner of the court. Krieger’s shot from 
beyond the foul line, and Brachen’s goal 
from underneath gave the locals a 20 to 
17 lead at the half.
For the first seven minutes of the sec­
ond half the Weavers pressed the Smith 
Hillers closely, but with the score 24 to 
22, Brachen went on a spree and boosted 
the Black and White total to 31. Krieger 
scored on Jarek’s foul, and a minute 
afterwards duplicated his one hand toss 
of the previous period to make the Prov­
idence total 34, Lowell spurted In the 
last two minutes when Jarek scored an 
easy goal and Savard made good on a 
try from the 15-foot line, but they were 
unable to overtake the McClellan-men.
Bean Strong at End of Game
Like the varsity tilt, the Freshman 
' clash was hotly contested from, start to 
finish, The Friar Chios piled up a com­
manding lead in the first 20 minutes of 
play and at the half time had a. 22 to 12 
advantage. Dean proved stronger .in the 
second half, holding the locals to two 
field goals and two.foul tosses, but was 
never able to make up the big lead the 
Dominicans collected at the start of the 
fray. Dexter Davis turned in the best
playing in this tilt. 1
The summaries:
PROVIDENCE I LOWELL 
COLLEGE (34) TEXTILE 129)
G. F. P.l G, r p
Krieger, If.... 3 2 8iSavard, If... o 2 2
McCue, rf........ 0 1 liMoran, If.... o 0 0
Koslowslci, c.. 3 1 VJJarek. rf. .... 3 17
Gainor, lg........ 0 0 0 Kapala, c. .,. 3 3 9
McCormac, lg. 0 0 0Kokoska, lg.. 4 1 9
Bracken, rg... 7 4 ISIQuigley, rg.. 0 0 0
Mamber, rg. . 1 0 2
I Total ..........13 8 341 Total ........n ™
Referee—H, J. McGuiness. Time—20-min-
ute periods.
PROV. COLLEGE DEAN ACADEMY 
FRESHMEN (28) (20)
G. F. P GPP
Worrall (c>, If 3 1 . 7 Sherry, If .. 2' n i
' Barbarito, If. . 0 0 0 Daly, rf .... 0 0 0
! Perrin, rf .. 3 2 8 Dinsmore, c.. 0 0 0
Morrison, rf.. 0 0 0 Gigler, c .. 0 0 0
. Davis, c .... 4 0 8 Cubell, c .. 1 03
, Lacey, c ,.... 0 0 0 Weber, lg .. 3 0 g
! .Tebbetts, lg.. 0 0 0 Quinn, rg .. 2 0 4
i Reavey, lg - • 0 0 0 Oataldo, rg .. 2 0 4
1 Corbett, lg ... 0 . 0 0
i Roberge, rg .. 2 1 5
... Wright, rg ..000
Total .... 12 4 28 Total .... To 0 20' 
Referee—C. A. Schurman. Time—Eight-
minute periods. __________
Krieger and McCue, P. C. Co-Captains,
End Athletic Careers at College
Have Been Basketball Stars Since Student Bays in 
Paterson.—Latter Acts as Godfather for 
His Friend, a Convert
John Krieger and William McCue, 
inseparable pals and co-captains of 
the Providence College basketball 
team, have shot their last baskets for. 
the Dominicans but they are going 
right on playing the game together as 
(hey have for ten years.
McCue is Krieger’s godfather and 
Rev. Daniel M. Galliher, O. P.,. former 
'dean of studies, was responsible for 
his reception into the Church. But 
that is another part of the story of 
these Paterson, N. J.,, men who have 
made sports history for Providence
College.
Krieger is the son of Mrs. Mary- 
Krieger of 69 Lafayette street, Pater­
son. McCue’s parents are Mr. and 
Mrs. William McCue of 188 Vreeland 
avenue, that city. His father is a 
contractor,
When they receive their Pli.B. de­
grees in June they plan to return to 
their homes within a block of each 
other in Paterson and continue to­
gether at New Jersey Law School.
Some day there may be a firm of 
Krieger and McCue, they intimate, 
but hi the meantime the combination 
of forwards that lias been a big fac­
tor in bringing Providence College to 
the fore in basketball, will play fori 
the Brooklyn K. of C. All-Collegiate ’ 
team,
A few weeks ago. the Friars’ quin­
tet lost one of their few games in 
several seasons to the Brooklyn ag­
gregation but the curtain-like defense 
and the zestful sallies of this so-called 
Damon and Pythias of basketball ap­
parently could not have escaped the 
notice of the K. of C. coaches.
At. any rate, McCue and Krieger 
I were corralled after the game and ac­
cepted the proffered opportunity to 
play with the All-Collegians next sea­
son in New York, opposing the best
of college teams.
Ten years ago a couple of lads, a 
bit too light for football, took advan- 
ta<,-e of a chance to play basketball 
with improvised grammar school 
teams in Paterson. Sometimes there
Paterson (N.J) CALL
JOHN KRIEGER
were only four on a side but more 
often there were eight and ten
Four years of first team pi y 
Central High School, each‘ se['v™g .
rss-XS
Shooting Contest, an annual attai ,
aiEachdshot 69Sout of 75 basket tries
^onsb°tohgoeT Vilta^ovl, layette 
and several small colleges.
It might have been Villa Nova were 
it not for a freshman ruling. . 
Dominican priest friend ofM£Cule 
qnseested Providence College. Wouic 
Krieger object to going there? Not 
Sy more than Villa Nova if they 
could devote their extra curricula time
to basketball. TtppuThe rest of the story has been 
told in the daily paper accounts ot 
them since they won placesi on th 
Dominican Varsity squad m the.i 
freshman year.
Krieger lias had an average of ten
points a game, has been a“- ar-
England forward two successive y • 
and won a place on the ~A 
American second team last y ; 
McCue, whose floor work P£ve. 
the way for Krieger’s shots, has bee 
on the All-New England second tean 
twice The teams they have been 1 reported mainstays on have■
Brown four of Brooklyn
in a row and St. Johns or D , in 
and Springfield, three games eac 
succession,. . —-— -
Instead of trying to choose between 
the two, the Varsity team of last sea­
son elected them to a- dual captaincy.
WILLIAM McCUE
Under their combined leadership, 
without forgetting the others on the 
squad, the coach and the college ath­
letic authorities, Providence College 
last week won the New England Col­
legiate championship.
Throughout their college course 
they have roomed together on River 
avenue. On the Feast' of the Im­
maculate Conception in 1929, Fr. Gal- 
lilier baptized Krieger, formerly a 
Presbyterian, with McCue as sponsor. 
Thus the long friendship that had ex­
isted between them was molded into a 
spiritual. relationship.
Scholastically they are among those 
in high standing. In other activities 
at the college they also have taken 
a prominent part.. Krieger has a let­
ter in baseball, is athletic editor of 
the Alembic, college publication, was 
president of the sophomore class and 
vice president in his. junior year.
McCue was chairman of the junior 
prom committee and now is head of 
the Friars’ Club, an honorary organi­
zation that is in charge of the wel­
coming of visiting teams.
Walking arm in arm off the court 
amid a rousing cheer after their final 
game for P. C. last week, these twins 
of basketball and brothers in creed, 
I confided their plans to continue pall­
ing together both on the courts and,
they hope, in the courts.
GAINOR TO LEAD 
FRIAR QUINTET
Troy Student, Also Amateur 
Boxer, Has Been Consistent 
Basketball Star.
Wiliam C. "Chick” Gainor of Troy, 
N. Y., regular left guard on the Provi­
dence College basketball team and ama- 
tjeur,_welterweight boxing champion of 
Southern New England, was elected cap- 
tain of the Friar ’Varsity quintet for 
text season-at a tneeting of the letter- 
nen yesterday. Gainor has served in 
,hree seasons for the Friars, although 
he is at present a Sophomore, having 
been forced to leave college at mid term 
last, /ear when his father died.
Almost Unanimous
The election of Gainor was almost 
unanimous, and his choice is certain 
to prove a popular one with the entire 
student body of the Smith Hill college. 
He broke into the ’Varsity lineup as a 
substitute in his first season, alternat­
ing at guard and forward on the crack 
team of 1928-29 which finished its sea­
son with one of the finest records of 
any Eastern college. Last year he played 
left guard regularly ■ until he dropped 
out of college at mid year. During the 
past winter he h'as started and played 
the greater part of every contest en­
gaged in by the Dominicans.
! Gainor is a graduate of Catholic Cen- 
itfal high of Troy, where he starred in 
basketball and baseball. He has never 
competed ln the latter sport at the local 
college: In addition to these activities 
Gainor has captured many awards in 
boxing, having won. the amateur title 
of his home city, and two years1 ago 
the amateur welterweight championship 
of this State.
Wins Southern N. E. Title 
After a year lay-off,. Gainor returned
to the ring here three weeks ago to win 
the Southern New England amateur title 
in impressive style. At present he T 
Naming to compete in the New-Eng? 
land championships to be held in -Bos 
ton and has high hopes of winning his 
way to the Nationals. - ag his
In addition to the award of ’Varsity 
insignia to Louis A. Imbriano, '31 of- 
Revere Mass., manager of the ’Varsitv 
team, letters were granted to theT fol 
lowing players, all of whom partlcineted 
in the election: Captains John K 
•31, and William McCue, ’31, bother 
ratereon, N. J.; Captain-elect Wilham c 
Gairtor, ’33, of Troy, N. Y.- EdwsM S °’ 
iowsM, ’34, of Bridgeport, Conn • Allari 
Bracftep, ’34,- of Portchester, N Y ■ 
McVoupiac, ’32, of Webster. Mass.; GeoreS
B. Cod;-, -32, of Woonsocket; Frances *T 
Dromgoole, ’3.3, of this city, and Z. '
E. Welch, ,'32, of Hartford, Conn
Class Numerals
Award of (Jiass numerals was made’ to 
the following members of the Freshman basketball &m which lost but one game 
P’ a5'e<f • Capt. Dale Worrall of
Attleboro, Mass.; Oscar Perrin of Albany 
N. Y.; Oliver Roberge of Bristol Comm 
George Tebbetts of Nashua, N H • Dexm,’ 
Davis and Wank Reavey, both of East 
Providence; Walter Corbett of Some?! 
yille, Mass ;.-Milton Lacy and. Bernard 
McGarry, both of this city; John Mor 
rison and Joseph Wright, both of stnfen" island^ N. Y. and Anthony Bal°ba^ea 
New Haven Conn. ’Varsity award was 
granted to Thomas J. O'Brien Jr <4 
of New Haven, Conn., manager of- the i 
tCfl-HX..; 2_ ■ >
CAPTAINS AND FORWARDS
Johnny Krieger, right, and Bill McCue, co-captains and co-forwards.
COLLEGE HUMOR 
HONORS KRIEGER
Friar Star on All-America Sec­
ond Team Selected by 
Sports Magazine.
John E. Krieger, Senior classman and 
co-captain of the Providence College 
'Varsity basketball team during the past 
winter, was named as one of the for­
wards on the Second All-American bas­
ketball team announced by College Hu­
mor magazine yesterday following a na­
tion-wide poll of college cage coaches. 
The selection of Krieger for such an 
honor is unusual-in that it marks the: 
second time in as many seasons that he 
has been recognized, having been named 
on the same team last year.
Krieger is paired on the second team 
with Ray Stecker, clever forward of the 
Army quintet, while Gregory, centre for 
Columbia, eastern Intercollegiate cham­
pions, and Caldwell, Southern California 
guard, and Wesley Fesler, versatile Ohio 
State-athlete, complete the select quin­
tet. Onlv one Eastern player, Max Pos­
nack of St. John’s in Brooklyn, was 
named on the first All-American quin­
tet.
In commenting on the selection of the 
team, Les Gage, sports editor of the 
magazine, states: "The All-American se­
lections are presented after a compre­
hensive examination of every athletic 
conference and all universities and col­
leges. Recommendations have been re- 
I ceived and studied with care and pre- 
: cision. and advice has been tendered by 
- a group of the country’s most eminent 
teachers of the game.”
Of Krieger the following is reported: 
"For three years the offensive principal 
of Coach A1 McClellan's Providence Col­
lege five has been John Krieger, with an 
average of more than 10 points per 
game during that period.-Krieger has 
not disregarded his defensive assign­
ments as many high scoring forwards 
are wont to do. He has been an able team 
man arid is a crack shooter when on the 
run.”
Tribute is also paid to the sterling 
Play of William McCue, co-captain of 
the Friar quintet during the past year, 
and running mate at the forwards with 
Krieger syice the two Paterson stars 
matriculated at the Smith Hill college 
four years ago, with the comment that 
“McCue of Providence was the ideal type 
of floor-worker and feeder, the illustri­
ous associate of Krieger in a fast, pass­
ing offensive.”
The 15 outstanding basketeers Mamed 
as the result of the poll are as follows: 
First all-American team, Reiff of North­
western and Posnack of St. John’s, for­
wards; Hood of Alabama, centre; Collins 
of Missouri and Wooden of Purdue, 
guards.' Second team. Krieger of Pi0VjJ 
lienee and Stecker of Army, forwards: 
Gregory of Columbia, centre; Caldwell 
of Southern California and Fesler of 
Ohio State, guards. Third team, Rom­
ney of Brigham Young antji Havman of 
Syracuse, forwards: McClay of Nebraska) 
centre, and Ario of Montana State, and
i Sexton of Alabama, guards.
! Among those given honorable mention 
fon the roll were McCue of Providence,
1 Snyder of Brown, Singleton of Seton 
Hall, Horwitz of Yale, Myers of Spring- 
field, and Tiffany of Northeastern, Far­
rell of Holy Cross, Linehan of Yale, Coch­
ran of Tufts, Savard of Lowell Textile 
and Pieken of Dartmouth.
All-Americans in
Basketball
FIRST TEAM  Forward
. (Northwestern) .............. Forward
.. .............................. .......... (St. John’s) ............................. Center
Posnack.......... (Alabama) ............................................"............Guard
Hood ............ . (Missouri) ............ ’ '' ’ ............ Guard
Colhngs.............. (Purdue)
Wooden ................ THIRD team
SECOND TEAM d .Romney (Brigham Young)
v ' om (Providence)................. , pUyman (Syracuse)S2“ ..................................................Y'.McCUy (Nebraska)
(L (Columbia)..................." " ... Ario (Montana State)
Caldwell (So. California)........ Guar^...••• ■.........(Arkansas)
Fesler (Ohio State)...................
College Humor Magazine
By Les Gage
Posnack of 
St. John’s 
of Brooklyn.
B ASKETBALL coaching has become so high­
ly specialized that there 
are an increasingly 
large number of fine 
players developed in 
the smaller schools each 
year. College Hu­
mor’s All-American 
basketball selections 
are presented after a 
comprehensive examin­
ation of every athletic conference and 
all universities and colleges. Recom­
mendations have been received and 
studied with care and precision. Ad­
vice has been tendered by a group of 
the country’s most eminent teachers of 
the game.
Without the assistance of those cage 
coaches it would have been impossible 
to assure all teams fair and unbiased 
consideration in naming the year’s roll 
of honor. Valued comments were re­
ceived from Dr. H. C. Carlson of Pitt, 
Sam Barry of Southern California, 
Marshall Diebold of Carleton College, 
Rollie Williams of Iowa, George Ed-
Hood of 
Alabama.
wards , of Missouri, 
A. A. Schabinger of 
Creighton Univer­
sity, James Freeman 
of St John’s College 
of Brooklyn, Chuck 
Bassett of Arkansas, 
C. S. Edmundson of 
the University 
of Washington,
Schubert 
-Dvche of Montana State, Leo 
Novak of the U. S. Military 
Academy, W. H. Britton of 
Tennessee and A1 McClellan 
of Providence College. _ .
The ranking centers in in­
tercollegiate basketball this 
past season were Hood of 
Alabama, Gregory of 
Columbia, McClay 
of Nebraska,
Daniels of 
Michigan, Be- 
govich of St. Johns of 
Brooklyn, Reeves of Indiana Central 
Albright of Pittsburgh, Patterson of 
Yale,"Humphrey of Grinnell, Crawford 
of Carleton, Dickey of ^diuoa, Chub 
buck of Connecticut State^ Clark 
Utah, Hoke of Tex- 
Missouri and Conroy oi mew t-
thJames Hood, dubbed “Lkl$”lon5 
cause of his resemblance.to Colon 
Lindberg, is placed at the pivot position
Wooden of 
Purdue.
Romney of 
Brigham Young.
on the first All-American quintet. The 
Alabama center is six feet five inches in 
height and weighs more than two hun­
dred pounds His development has been 
little short of phenomenal, for he had 
never performed on an indoor court be­
fore enrolling at the University of Ala 
bama in 1928. Hood has been the 
key-man in his team’s offense and the 
mam reason that Alabama has been 
undefeated in the Southern 
Conference for three years. 
He is an excellent jumper’ 
exceptionally fast and shifty 
for his size, a valuable re- 
bound man and deadly shot 
at close range.
George Gregory, the col­
ored boy who led Columbia 
University to another cham­
pionship, and Martin Bego- 
vich of St. John’s, were the 
best centers in the East. 
The former
ball-hawk and very 
clever at handling 
the ball. Gregory 
possessed a deadly 
shooting eye and 
was an untiring 
worker. Begovich 
was a smart player 
about whom the St.
John’s close-in pivot 
play revolved. He 
onwas high scorer
was a great
Stecker of 
the Army.
goodCoach Freeman’s five—a gUuu l 
and admirable defensive player.
Don McClay of Nebraska was the 
outstanding pivot-man in the Middle 
West and was given a shade over the 
leading centers in the Big Ten Con­
ference. Coach Bassett of Arkansas 
commends Captain Cecil Hoke of Texas 
A. & M. “Hoke was a master of body 
and foot movements and an excellent 
shot. His defensive work was the best 
centers jn ^e Southwest, and he 
led his team in scoring.” Carleton’s 
tip-off man, Skip Crawford, was a great 
offensive star, always using to ad­
vantage his six feet five inches of height. 
Clark of Utah, a vigorous, high scoring 
center, was the best in the Rocky 
Mountain league.
passer
it is extremely perplexing to indicate 
a preference among an impressive list 
of forwards which includes such skill­
ful offensive players as Reiff of North­
western, Posnack and Kinsbrunner of 
St. John’s, Stecker and Krueger of 
the Army, Romney of Brigham Young, 
Krieger and McCue of Providence, 
Hayman of Syracuse, Kowallis of Pitts­
burgh, Bishop of Kansas, Van Ackeren 
of Creighton, Singleton of 
Seton Hall College, Harper 
of Illinois, Grove of Michi­
gan State, Kellar of Purdue,
Fisher of Nebraska, Highfill 
of Oklahoma A. & M., Loose 
of Minnesota, Perrin of Car­
leton, Roadcap of Iowa 
State, King of Drake, Spicer 
of Kentucky, Snyder of 
Brown, Myers of Springfield,
Horwitz of Yale, Myllykan- 
gas of Dartmouth, Tiffany of 
Northeastern, DePhillips of C
Caldwell of 
Southern 
California.
C.N.Y., 
Christian, Swanson 
of Washington, 
Munday of Illinois 
Wesleyan, Linthi­
cum of U. C. L. A., 
Newbold of Notre. 
Dame, Bender of 
Columbia and 
Montgomery 
of Geneva.
Dutch Lon- 
borg’s North­
western five tosk the 
Western Conference 
title for the first 
time in history, and 
the strong Wildcat 
offensive was led by 
the rangy Joe Reiff. 
Leading the league’s 
individual scorers, 
Reiff played bril­
liantly in N or th- 
■mroatprn’q front line.
Sumner of Texas
Reiff of 
N o r t h- 
western.
His height made him a valuable 
follow-up man, and his shooting 
was consistently accurate at short 
range and long. Max Posnack, 
St. John’s team leader, was one 
of the most accomplished passers 
in the country and a strategist. 
An expert basket shooter, Pos­
nack was also a splendid defensive 
player and an uncanny free- 
thrower. He made ninety per cent 
of his attempts from the foul line 
in the four years he played with 
St. John’s College. The Brook­
lyn athlete has been chosen on 
all-city teams in New York dur­
ing his college athletic career.
In recent years 
the little Providence 
College quintet has 
enjoyed an excep­
tional record in com­
petition with all of 
the strong teams in 
the East. For three 
seasons the offensive 
principal of Coach 
A1 McClellan’s five 
has been Johnny
-, Krieger, with an average of 
more than ten points per 
game during that period. 
Krieger has not disregarded 
his defensive assignments as 
many high scoring forwards 
are wont to do. The clever 
Providence player has been 
an able team man and crack 
shooter when on the run. 
Stecker. of the Army, who 
sprang into prominence as a 
member of the Cadet’s back- 
i field last fall was another forward who 
played a fine brand of defensive ball 
He was a splendid dribbler, a dead shot 
and a fine passer. Like Krieger, Stecker 
was always good for ten or twelve 
points a contest.
Elwood Romney, the younger brother 
in a family of famous college athletes 
topped the scoring list of the Rocky 
Mountain Conference. Playing for his 
brother, Coach Ott Romney of Brig­
ham Young, the lithe sophomore regis­
tered approximately fifteen points per 
game. Captain Louis Hayman of Syra­
cuse was a hard driving dribbler and 
an ideal forward who led the attack in 
one of the most effective scoring ma­
chines in the East. Creighton had one 
of the country’s most brilliant per­
formers in Maurice VanAckeren. Tom 
Bishop of Kansas and Morris Fisher of 
Nebraska were the best of the forwards 
in the Big Six, one of the strongest 
basketball leagues in the United Stages 
This pair were ranked with VanAckeren
and Hayman by Coach Schabinger of 
Creighton as the four most proficient 
forwards among the teams he observed 
this past winter.
Krieger of 
Providence 
College.
The Army had a fine running mate 
for Stecker, a left-handed forward 
named Krueger, who could dribble 
pass and shoot and was a dependable 
defender. McCue of Providence was 
the ideal type of floor-worker and 
feeder, the illustrious associate . ot 
Krieger in a fast, passing offensive. 
Mac Kinsbrunner of St. John s was a 
smart, all-around exponent of the game , 
and Carey Spicer of Kentucky was a 
forward who could hit the goal from 
all angles and change hisi pace nicely 
with an evasive pivot. The 1931 m
five did not have another Charley
Hiatt, but Coach Carlson expects gre 
things of Kowallis, who played bril­
liantly at times during the recent cam­
paign.
Rolland W 11 - 
liams, the Iowa 
coach, pronounced 
Kellar of Purdue 
the most deceptive 
forward he had 
seen during the 
current season.
“Kellar was always 
cool and collected 
when under fire 
and worked beauti- 
fully during a 
game. You dared 
not give the Pur­
due boy an o pe n 
shot within thirty 
feet of the basket.”
Williams further 
praised Kellar
when he indicated 
that he was a Fesler of 
Ohio State.
smooth working, well coordinated forward. 
Loose of Minnesota was a shifty man with 
a nice finesse and an accurate eye, and Perrin 
of Carleton distinguished himself by earning 
an All-Midwest Conference berth for the third 
consecutive year. Dick Linthicum had asuc­
cessful year with the University of Cahtornia 
atLos Angeles. He was a clever 1^'“ 
dribbler and could shoot in close with either
^Superior defensive men seemed concen­
trated in the West, where the guarding phase 
of the game has always been emphasized 
much more than in the East andSouth | 
Among the skillful guards we find such ex 
Derts as Wooden of Purdue, Collings of 
souri, Caldwell of Southern Call*°™ia’Z®fon 
of Ohio State, Ario of Montana State, S , 
of Arkansas Katz of Syracuse, Marshall of 
Northwestern, Altenhof of Michigan, Paul 
and Chmielewski of Wisconsin, ^tur 
Pittsburgh, Hokup of Nebraska, Dodd of Ten­
nessee, Cilseuk of Minnesota HagaofM h{ 
igan State, Linehan of_ Yale,, Farre 
Holy Cross.
, Douglas of Grinnell, -Larkins of 
Ohio State, Steideman of Washington U., 
Cochran of Tufts, Auker of Kansas Aggies, 
Pieken of Dartmouth, Hunt of St. Louis 
University, Savard of Lowell Textile, Skeet­
ers of Southern Methodist, Page of Kansas, 
Atkins of Texas Christian, King of Marquette 
and Galitz of Bradley.
Johnny Wooden of Purdue displayed the 
same flashy form that made an All-American 
of him in his first year of competition. The 
little Boilermaker was a lightning fast drib­
bler—the ideal floor guard who could crash 
through and score when traveling at top 
speed. He could afso hit them consistently 
from midfloor. Wooden lacked nothing as a 
defensive player, for he was shifty on his 
feet and clever at covering his man. Cool 
and resourceful always, Max Collings was 
not only the leader of Missouri’s defense but 
the brains of the attack as well. He was a 
great dribbler, an excellent passer and had 
scoring ability.
Wesley Fesler was just as versatile in bas­
ketball as he was on the gridiron last fall, 
and Coach Harold Olsen used him at all po­
sitions at different times during the season. 
Fundamentally, Fesler possessed every quality 
of a guard, for he was rugged and a splendid 
defensive man. He could dribble, pass and 
shoot equally well. Sam Barry used his star 
guard at Southern California, Web Caldwell, 
for the jump at center. Caldwell was a 
powerful boy who was valuable to the coast 
five in all departments of play. He cap­
tained his team, which has been the class of 
that section since Sam Barry left Iowa to 
assume the coaching responsibilities there.
A hold-over from the celebrated Bobcat 
quintet of Montana State College, Keith Ar:o 
stood out as the best guard in the section. 
Wisconsin’s veteran guards, Ted Chmielewski 
and John Paul, gave Doc Meanwell’s five an 
airtight defense until their graduation in mid­
season. “Doc” Sexton was the ranking de­
fensive performer in the Southwest. The 
■ Arkansas recruit was an unerring passer and 
excellent floor man.
Bobby Dodd, Tennessee’s All-American 
quarterback, was one of the leading guards 
in the South. Coach McClellan of Prov­
idence paid a great tribute to Holy Cross’s 
captain, Jim Farrell: “He follows his man 
closely, switching with ease to protect his 
own' goal on block plays, and turns in as fine 
a defensive game as could be desired.”
Collings of 
Missouri.
HARD GAME LOOMS FOR 
DOMINICANS
Coast Guard Five Expected 
to Prove Strong Foe 
Tonight
P. C. IN SHAPE
Friar Stars Ready to Battle 
for Season’s Fourth
Win 
Afc ,,,
The La Salle Academy gym will he 
the secne of a busy evening tonight 
when the strong Providence College 
basketball squad engages in a double 
bill which promises to furnish action 
enough to satisfy the most rabid bas­
ketball fan. In the preliminary clash 
the undefeated Friar freshman team 
Ufeets the Providence Boys’ Club, 
while the ’varsity tilt will bring to­
gether the Friar regulars and the 
Coast Guard Academy quintet.
The Cadets pushed Harvard to the 
limit at Cambridge earlier this week, 
and were nosed by a 32 to 28 count ln 
the final minute of play, and as a re- 
i suit will invade here tonight deter­
mined to tack a setback on the Smith 
Hillers. In Montgomery and Forney, 
forward and centre, respectively, tlie 
Connecticut club boasts a pair of fine 
court performers who will give the 
locals plenty of trouble.
Coach A1 McClellan of the Friars 
stated last night that his team would 
be prepared to give its best exhibi­
tion of the year, and if such is to be 
the case local fans will be in for a 
basketball treat. The Dominicans are 
in the top flight among the eastern 
colleges when it come to basketball, 
and when they are traveling at top 
speed they are practically unbeata­
ble.
BRACHEN VISITORS STAR
Much interest tonight will centre 
around the play or Dick Brachen, 
rangy guard who sprang- into the 
spotlight ln the Holy Cross game 
last -week when he ran wild at Wor­
cester to cage seven floor goals and 
a foul shot to defeat the Crusaders. 
Brachen promises to be another Ed­
die Wineapple, with his spectacular 
one hand shots from the corner of 
the court, such as the former Do­
minican ace used to toss them.
The prelim clash, slated to get un­
der way at 7:30 will be something 
more than a mere “fill in” game, as 
the Friar cubs boast what shapes up 
as one of the best college freshman 
teams in New England. They showed 
.Cld'ss in. running .u?_a 43 to 26 score 
'over the Holy Cross freshmen andj 
ghey will be geared :in h'jgh to' pefr-j
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